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ABSTRACT 

aim of is to the role of ,rnlll'nP,rn in 

process ex-prisoners. The the views ex-prisoners their 

employers, regard to employment and relme!!nmCm A aim as 

a of the outcome of the research respondents, 

on how as The 

phenomenology and ethnomethodology was as the study was 

qualitative in nature. 

The primary. respondents comprised in employ of Freeplay 

Energy whilst the secondary were the ~~UIJ'-""~~'''U 

The purposive sampling 

u."",-.~r .... ""v interviews with a semi-structured interview schedule were to gather 

data for explored the prison 

their L,,'·""''''''' 

respondents and the 

prison. It also 

"""" •• <Au ... ,,· .... the experience of respondents within their working environment. 

The study found that prison proved to a traumatic one for the 

respondents that 

"'''''''rlHP1I''It return to 

viewed employment as a major 

prisoners were faced 

is a process 

employment for ex 

to adequately prepare them for their and 

It also that although L'-''',,,,O''''' 

it was not only challenge with which ex 

The study that 

"",Tl .. ", is but one ""'''''JLu ..... n of 

their involvement in ""~.l.Hll.'H.u activities. Therefore, 

they will cease 

services should be n.i-~", .. ".rI 

to ex "'1'1'"''''''''''''1''' to facilitate successful 
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Don't Hunt in Dark 

The moment is due, Criminologist knew, 
As the from his room was a mess, 

he set boldly forth, and studied in North, 
truth, , less. 

He away, a night and a day, 
Reading journals, both ancient and new, 

in the near 'round bend', 
discovered a 'secret' or two. 

'Should unemployment rise, to an enormous 
And poor get too, 
Then crime will increase, harmony cease, 

as clear as sky is 

'Build prisons', say, 'to put away', 
Till thieving is over and done. 

n1"rH'YY\Pt1 them thrice, 
your 

tell it all now, and then a bow, 
Allow to plead, 

or tools, 
you need'. 

an opportune time, to put this in 
And capture for a 
'Don't in the snark, 

Box, (p ix 1981) - quotes Carroll preface the book 
!'\.C\.,C:S;:'HJH, Crime and Punishment 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

South crime is a multi-dimensional problem, which <l1'1">l"t" all strata society. 

With no solution in sight to ever widespread incidence it is 

clear that there is a need to tTl .... , .. .--",,, attempts to reduce the of crime, by 

default, rates. 

the historical introduction the first 1994, our new 

political leaders have faced many challenges to redress imbalances calLlse~a 

by the apartheid regime. It was widely that the needs poor, 

....... ''''"''H and the society needed to transformed. Thus we 

saw emergence of various and that were put place to improve 

the SOC;lO-eccmom 

development of a 

amendments to the Correctional 

an basis aH aimed to 

society. 

a new Constitution, 

attempt by government to work on 

aspect wi]] 

discussed the research One of faced by government is 

high level of crime, which impacts dramatically on the South society, 

in an outcry civil society to "lock the up and away the 

are an aware that crime affects the development of this country. If one 

were to South Africans to identify the chaHengesour new democracy, 

the answer WOUld, Hkelihood, crime and unemployment chairman the 

Group, Saunders, at the group's annual Hl"',","J"~. 

"Crime and unemployment are Inr,'rrl"Wr,'11 and resulting climate of fear is Inrl'pnl~mDlv 

lJe(;OmW1Jl an discouragement to foreign and local investors. It is 

interest of our country that the tyranny removed qfter great ~tnIODJ'p be replaced 

with the of rampant crime". (Investment Needed to Create Jobs and Cut 1999: 

1) 
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June 2000, 

Many people share 

2 

at " 

levels, as people will be gainfully 

"Unemployment can at 

more jobs we will 

Employment is most 

important pre-requisites reintegration of ex-prisoners 

as productive, law abiding "1<1"''-''11'''' this research wiH on the role that 

employment plays in the 

has been working in the 

her own experiences in 

It is the researcher's 

re-offending as soon 

crime and punishment so 

reintegration process of researcher 

criminal justice for the past 18 years consequently, 

regard to this process will be drawn on extensively. 

to find effective solutions to peopJefrom 

from prison as possible, thus cycle of 

TPnllf'p the 

The research will start with an examination of offender 

so that they can be 

will then be 

within the prison 

will then be explored 

reintegration and the system's efforts to rehabihtate 

successfuHy 

discussed, linking this to 

The theory related to 

process that the ex prisoners 

employment in the reintegration environment. 

at length. 

organisation, 

it concerns 

placed context 

an employment project in 

Institute for Crime Prevention 

in order to 

One of 

a non-governmental 

Reintegration of Ex " 

project in the 

research is 

and thus ex prisoners is 

broader socio, po1itical and economic context in South Africa. 

Review of Literature 

The main the literature review was to a theoretical perspective on the 

Publications on between employment and 

nn'"· ... ''''' were also 

rein tegration 

this study. 

were rp'V'lPUJPI1 

respect of the 

to draw 1'"""",,,,·1., 

on imprisonment was 
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as is of the opinion that the should start 

on the day the nTTpn,'1pr enters the prison system. 

tt> .. ·~tl11r" was drawn from the fields of social work, and law. The 

Internet was to a limited It was evident from the Uu··>1tll1rO "'"'',P''' that 

is a on reintegration and employment in South 

legislation South to 

country was also reviewed. 

cover the introduction to the topic whilst 

on policy issues related to 

through employment and a description an employment 

project in Chapter Six will describe the rp","~r{'h ffletrlOaOIClg Chapter 

Seven will ....... ,,"""j- the findings and Chapter Eight the conclusion and rec:onlmenllatlOI1lS. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEVELOPING POLICY 

FRAMEWORKS TOWARDS 

OFFENDER REINTEGRATION 
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INTRODUCTION 

election of the new 

concern to both 

policy frameworks 

For the purpose of 

);> National Crime 

);> White Paper on 

);> White Paper 

)- Correctional 

analysis will not 

""':>''''''''''':>,",U in relation to 

5 

in 1994, the high 

civil society. 

to set out 

Strategy 

Security 

Welfare 

of 1998. 

but an 

and the reintegration 

a 

NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION STRATEGY 

South 

inter-departmental l'nnnTT11 

Correctional 'P'"'"('''' 

growth and development 

on growth and development. It is 

started a 

the Ministers 

Government 

in the National 

no'''.1''''''''' is one of the central characteristics in South 

is a need for economic 

(1996: 7) records: 

and job creation. 

of crime have been of 

government began to 

and principles for crime 

will discussed: 

of the policies will 

of ex-prisoners. 

which was managed 

and Security, 

development of a 

Prevention 

that leads to 

an 

National Crime Prevention 

"However, there is a vicious 

the problem of crime, 

in nnprntUJn Development is seen as imperative to solving 

inhibited and COfi~Dnonusea by the magnitude of 

crime in all its 

statement clearly how crime impacts on attiempts to improve the lives of 

Africans, especially poor. 
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The National Crime ...... <3,,<>,.., Strategy is based on pillars: the Criminal 

Process; 

Crime. 

Education; Environmental Design and Transnational 

The piHar 

sentencing options 

meaningful 

community based 

strengthens 

sense of 

Prevention 

Justice 

offences. 

to prison sentences (for 

programmes aimed at 

and family support, 

on the part of the person 

59). 

that prison rnu'''f'l'l"\\lui 

However, today we 

to develop 

pillar is 

offences) which are 

offenders in a 

gainful employment and 

sentenced". (N ati onal 

not create n"""'l"\ .. ~n 

see that South 

The strategy 

rehabilitating 

overcrowded. the chapter on it wi]] become evident 

percentage of prisoners are serving a term of imprisonment for minor 

on 

which 

a 

are 

a large 

Greater 

to be made by the Criminal System to implement alternative effort still 

community ""'TII"'TU' 

In 

are 

should 

options, To been put in place only on a 

System into 

not been put in place as 

terms of the 

Strategy have not yet 

s 

young offenders are 

A national 

trrlPj,)vrneIU opportunities 

from 

the National Crime 

attained to a meaningful extent. Greater effort 

on the part of government to engage with civil in order to support 

programmes for the of strategies, 

reintegration of ex- prisoners. 

WHITE PAPER ON AND SECURITY 

focus of this document is on two levels: effective and law enforcement and 

The principles, as for crime prevention 

set out in the National 

to reduce the levels 

Prevention Strategy, a framework for developing 
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policy for the of and Security. This document <1''',1("\£'<1 

law "'n1"nr/~"'t"n"'T't with an acknowledgement that this must be linked to ",1"1"",,,t· .. 

"tr<lt",..,,,, proposed in this document also stresses to 

focus on ("\1"1",0...,1'11",,.,, in order to change their behaviour. However, it fails to a 

ex 

offenders, 

"' ........... ". which done. For example, the systems and 

institutional development requirements to ensure 

are 

FOR SOCIAL WELFARE (1996) 

on Social Welfare deals with a number 

quality of life of all South Africans, '-'''~J'-''-'laH 

to focus on Section (154: 140), which 

families. The principles laid down 

to 

to 

are 

summarised as follows: 

will be 

skiUs 

to families of prisoners. Efforts wiU be to ex-

Ex-prisoners will also be and 

The document also notes that imprisonment will for 

a serious threat to society. Alternative options will 

communicated 

Welfare has, to date, not to 

the 

n"'''lTIPTU or skins 

In to ensure the use of alternative community"..,,, .. ..,,,,,,,, options, aU relevant role 

players to for this change and be involved 

The National Prevention Strategy, Safety and Security documents 

have down similar principles and strategies to However, the 

these strategies is still proving to be a major a chanenge for 
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Whilst all the documents stress 

plans have not been 

emphases on UU,UUJ.uJ:'

for effective 

In the 

civil 

ex-

succes~fuL Being 

lpn~rt'mplnt of Welfare and the 

and having had regular contact 

and Security, the rpCP~1'(' 

that implementation of the plans, as out in the White paper for 

have proved to be 

CORRECTIONAL NO.lll OF 1998 

of milestone in African 

most important Act are: 

)P> upholding the 

)P> focus on the rights women and children 

)P> implementation a new disciplinary system for 

)P> safe guards use force 

)P> a system for the of prisoners 

)P> community policy 

)P> external 

)P> involvement in terms of 

"The purpose of the Correctional 

peaceful and safe society by: -

is to contribute to 111.lLrnmlnlf!!! Dro'teCl~lnJ, a just, 

(aJ 

(b) . 

o"fn";",-;,,;' ser,ttences of the court in the manner prescribed by the Act; 

''''-'fJrwn in safe custody whilst ensuring their human dignity; 

(c) social responsibility and human of all prisoners 

and persons to community corrections". Services 

Act further explains aim of sentencing an to imprisonment is to 

ensure that he will live a live in the future. are known as 

"schools of crime". The Correctional Services Act points to practice and principles 
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of 

resourced 

offender 

renders it 

However, the overcrowded and under 

the Services to be 

implemented effectively and 

The next on imprisonment describes the history of South African andwi1l 

of to gross During a recent visit to 

the found that anywhere twenty to prisoners 

were in a single prisoners cannot upheld 

under conditions. It evident and previous that our 

System is in a situation not lend to creating 

opportunities for the human development of prisoners. 

Section of the Act (1 development support services 

for n .... OAYI'or<" Section (1) states that the 'l",r,,>.-'.,,,,,,::.,,," must 

activities as is practical", to meet the development needs of prisoners. term "as is 

allows for Services to use financial or prison 

In turn, 

wording in· 

as reasons, which hinder the of services to 

recourse if they right to as 

protects the Y"T"""""U of Correctional 

41(6) of the Correctional Services (1 42), states that some prisoners can 

to in programmes if it is deemed to necessary by 

are in need of The 

with ex 

disagrees with 

stance, as in her 

should 

participate in treatment programmes. 

to 

every is due 

they 

forcing 

change. 

not be 

Act also fails to mention the need 

reintegration prisoners into 

is willing to participate in a 

programme should given the opportunity to do so. 

to 

to 

pre-
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2.6 THE CONSTITUTION AND RIGHTS PRISONERS 

Kollapen (1 1) in on Prisoner's under Act No. 200 

the first case -]993, two cases, which snanne:d a period over eighty 

Whittaker and Morant vs. Roos Bateman, (191 Mr Justice the 

remark: 

"True, the plaintiff's freedom had impaired by the of imprisonment; but they 

were entitled to respect for what remained The fact that their liberty had been legally 

cU11ailed could have no illegal encroachment upon it", 

(1993: 1) cites a case in 

following observations were 

the case GoJdberg vs. 

by Corbett, J. 

of Prisons, 

"It seems to me that fiuuJamentally a convicted and sentenced prisoner retains all the basic 

ordinary citizen those taken him by law ,.' -" 

Kollapen (1993: highlights of '-''''''1-''',,",' 3 of the Constitution in relation to 

Rights as follows: 

"Section allows for actions which means that prisoners and non governmental 

organisations can challenge any violation ofprisoner's rights or "practices" that violates the 

provisions of Fundamental Rights. 

"Section 8 provides for equality before the law and equal protection law. 

"Section nrOVlfli~\' that shall have to 

"Section 10 and I I provides for the protection of dignity as well as a prohibition against cruel 

inhuman or degrading tre(ltment 
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J2provides no person shall be subject to ~~PI"l}IlW1P or forced labour". 

However 77 of the rre(~ttonal· ""'1""'" Act states that " every person ... shall at all 

times peiform such labour, duties as may assirRf1J.~a to him ... " could 

of priso~rs according to the Constitution.. 

25(1) deals the rights of persons". In summary this section makes 

provision for priso~rs to under that are the right to consult 

lawyers and have contact with family, religious leaders and commwlity persons". 

The legislation and ",<>1-.""'1""""'1'1 policies cited this secnOln. prisoners platform to 

demand that as embodied in the as is 

the case for all citizens. 

presently and the pressure on government to be on crime, attention 

is to South are proud their new 

Constitution, cannot ignore the that prisoners have Most will 

return to society and attempt should made uphold the principle of equality 

alL 

In ]994 ............ "1" ...... Uganda on the issue Sub-

Saharan and Penal Reform. At conference recommendations were 

in to improve rights prisoners. 

of the recommendations at the ,-."",,,1-,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, induded: 

? Human Rights 

way. 

nrl.'~nnprs should be upheld and they should be treated in a humane 

stigmatising and excluding people who have sentences paid their 

their crimes is and undermines the strength the 

community and to further crime (Conference 1994: 

important recommendation from this was that should 

strive to include internationally standards country's legislation. 

African Government has in abiding by and including international 

upon standards in its reform. is 

in implementing the ."'l',.,,. ... uv. because prison over-crowding and political' 
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pressure 'to 

with 

rehabiJjtation 

tough of criminals'. 

making 

for 

The conference conduded that 

12 

conference a vital recommendation 

available to pnSOflS in order to 

to 

the United Nations Standard by ensuring 

Prisoners is ",,,1'Ar/',,,/1 

a crucial 

for the 

seen move afoot 

continuously lobbying for 

Human African 

2.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The Inn'InP,nr of policy 

South Africa is a heartening gesture 

where non fTA"',,,rn organisations are 

""'''P1r" for organisations 

Human Rights Uil,nH,!'H and the 

legislation to with the 

the side of gO\lerrlm(~nt. However, the 

remains in 

still in 

practical implementation of these policies strategies. South is 

of transforming 

ensure of 

states, " . __ 

which we treat them must 

transforming our society. " 

into a true democracy and it is nn,"p:lTH to 

process are As Kollapen (1 9) 

and 

reflect on we 

White Paper on Safety and Security, Social The 

Welfare 

society to 

Prevention 

Constitution ""'''''OJ'''''!,'''''' a firm rOlmaatllJ! government civil 

about the H";;""""'ilru _ ... _ .. ,~_~ to rPITI1£'''' of 

tum, impact on the growth and development strategies to improve the quality 

South citizens. 
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aptly put by 

Conference 

Etuna the Commissioner of of Uganda at 

Report, ] 12): 

"It is us to oote that justice based on the rule of law is the pillar on which IJW,\<U<C<U 

rests. We seek to improve its A humane and criminal justice 

can be an instrwnent of equity, social change social justice, thus 

protecting basic values and people's inalienable rights" 

following '"1""1-'''''1 will discuss the 

rehabilitation process within 

employment on opportunities ,.. .. "' . .,t"'.11 in 

of imprisonment its j mpact on 

environment a specific focus on 

for the of 
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CHAPTER THREE 

IMPRISONMENT AND 

REHABILITATION 

"It is deeply embedded the social thinking of the public that all 

convicted criminals should be sent to prison. They look upon such 

persons as menaces and are relieved when a criminal is locked up. They 

that those held the walls are guarded, because only 

then can society be nrAT£P,(,£Pfl But the average c,,4'u,,(,c:n lives in a world of 

illusion, so far as his general notions of prisons criminals are 

concerned. He has aC(~eD,rea the thesis that every person who commits a 

crime is dangerous and should be sent to prison to be punished as well as 

to deter others from committing offences. also fosters the illusion that 

the criminal will return to society properly chastl!ned and willing to settle 

down, a contrite sinner, and become a Ulli'-ajr:name citizen. These 

are woefully naive ... " 

- Barnes and Teeters (l 330) 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Imprisonment as a means punishment used for over two hundred This 

wBl give a overview of the history of imprisonment, present South 

imprisonment and the 

.... v." ...... "'"' offenders. The main focus 

two 

the chapter wiJ] be on 

prison 

centuries 

reintegration in and opportunities for and ,...,,.Tl,,,,"T of n .... o,...",'''' .. " 

What happens in prison has an reintegration ex-prisoners 

the The on this however, one cannot 

discuss reintegration without providing an "'''" .. ", .. ,,' the prison 

attempts at reintegration its to provide and employment 

opportunities for who will, eventually, 

South a point within political which rise to 

a constitution that ensures the rights of its citizens, including those of 

prisoners. This has given rise to expectations by the nation that its 

economic realised that the of aJl will be 

is being over-shadowed by high levels of crime and 

In his at the National Symposium Correctional Services 

2000, Minister Ben quoted Winston ChurchiH's address to 

of Commons (Report, 2001: 4): 

"The mood and with to the treatmenJ of crime criminals is one 

of the most unfailing tests of the civilisation of any country. A calm dispassionate recognition of 

the rights even of the convicted criminal the State a constant heart 

searching all charged with the duty of punishment - a desire and eagerness to rehabilitate in 

the world those who their due in the hard coinage of punishment; 

efforts towards the discovery of curative regenerative process, unfailing faith that there is 

treasure, can only foul it, in the heart man. These are symbols, in the 

treatment of crime and the criminal mark and measure the stored-up strength of a nation". 
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over two hundred since the birth of the system in eighteenth century, 

many have answers to question whether imprisonment as a 

punishment rehabilitates offenders. Scholars written about imprisonment as far back 

as the effects imprisonment. 

his weH-known book, Birth of Prison (1979), Foucault states 

imprisonment is not answer to rehabilitation. Davies (1974), Rotman (1990) 

and (1970) are all of the same opinion. 

3.2 BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

became a structured form of punishment in 18th Dirk van 

traces the of the South African book, South 

African Law and Practice (1992). Van Smit writes that Europeans occupied 

the Cape in 1 after it became possession the Dutch India Company. 

Subsequently system of criminal procedure and punishment was implemented 

accordance with Dutch Law, on 'the punishment of the body'. (Van 

Smit, ] 13). 

the of prisons South was the appointment 

Colonial Secretary, Montague, 1843. notion of labour to 

aid in rehabiHtation process. A shift in reform came with mining of 

diamonds in 1 1. The role of State as the provider unskil1ed black labour the 

was mtJroaUCt~a "In 

first non state corporate entity to 

1992: 15). 

convicts on a 

Company became 

basis". (Van ZyJ Smit 

Significant developments in prison law place after Union of Africa in 

] 910. new Secretary Justice Director was introduced 

consolidated Prisons and Reformatories Act of 1911. Remission of sentence on good 

conduct was provided for in 
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to 

involved included the South 

Notable 

Prisoners Aid ...,.""V\.JU'uv, 

were 

and its successor, 

Social Association, now 

In 1 Lansdowne on Penal and reform was to 

prison system as a of from welfare organisations. The 

should not as labourers to v •. ""n.''''' 

the need for rehabiHtation and literacy 1"\1"1"'\,..,.,..<> for black It 

also the structure prison service, which was organised along 

militaristic lines. Because new Nationalist which came into in 

] 948, had little interest in penal the Lansdowne Commission did not much 

Act 

on the 

the end of the 1950s 

cognisance of the 

as far as the 

did not 

Prisons Act, Act No 8 of 1958, was This 

Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Tn~atrnerlt of 

the then apartheid government allowed. this 

of racial of prisoners, it did, however, 

changing prison which was with a 

parole. But new system still that prisoners on have 

employment agreements with employers, the majority whom were Van Zyl 

(1992: 38) writes "Attacks on the of the prison continued into 

the early 1980's" 

in 1 mt)actea on 

1990 amendments were to the which 

'l ..... ~.rth""rI in prison. 1990 further were made to 1""'fi-, ......... 

Prison Service was separated from the Department of 

and practice. 

system. 

renamed the 

Department of Correctional Services and a system for correctional supervision was 

implemented at leveL 

1996 new mOIDOIies the Constitution 

rights of an South 

the correctional 

induding AprH 1996 saw demiHtarisation 

"A milestone in history of the of Correctional 
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Services was promulgation 

of 1998." 

the new legislation in the form of the Correctional 

l" .... "rt,rn""nt of Annual 

1999: 1 This represents a total departure 

towards a more internationally acceptable 

of the 1996 Constitution. 

system, 

and moved 

within 

Tracing history development South African prison it is clear that 

much been 1990 to transform the system in with 

internationally recognised standards. However, challenge is to ensure that new 

is implemented in an ",t-t-"",t,,,.,. manner. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN SCENARIO 

Prisons all countries always been as an important institution for the 

punishment offenders, the protection of "nr',p,,, and the rehabilitation of 

work will, nn'''''''''PT show that the prison system in South Africa 

attempts to effectively largely as a result of the many problems 

experienced within ."u,vuu, more specifically lack of 

resources. 

to the report National ,,",VUJJ'\.<. on (2000: no 

number), number of sentenced as at July 2000 was 111,948 while the 

of awaiting was 57,538. gives us a total prison population of 

169,486. The capacity of prisons in Africa at time was 10 1 ,006, which means 

that the occupation rate was 167.80%. 

and H,a.U"''''IUa.,c", resources South African 

today the of implementing the United Nations Minimum 

Rules for Prisoners. It impacts on ability of to 

question reintegration. Overcrowding can be regarded as an abuse the human 

of prisoners. Fagan his paper, which was at the National 

Symposium on Correctional in 2000 ,on its effects; 
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highlights situation. He that 236 ....... ",...,.", has been built in South to 

accommodate] 00,668 prisoners and presenlea the statistics: 

"On the 31 May, these prisons were ac(;on1m,oacmn 171,880 

which means that approximately 70,000 rlH)np.r~ were kept in prisons without 

the necessary infra structure such as toilets, showers or beds being UV(,!UUULt:: 

Many are over two hundred percent occupied". 2000:33) 

It is an fact that overcrowding 

from the rights they to which they are entitled' 

prisoners not being able to 

include access to reintegration 

education, employment opportunities as as vocational 

and life skills training. Judge (2000: 34) notes that: 

"Besides the flPl'lY,"UHU>YJ of their to humane detention ... the cost to the 

state is enormous. The incarceration costs is R88 per per This 

amounts to million per to the tax payer ... " 

held at ,"' .. <1.""1.' ,'11{.\. Uganda in September 1996 adopted a on prison 

conditions as the Kampala Declaration. dealt with conditions 

of overcrowding and to reduce phenomenon. It also the 

of training and work for and the 

sentencing options to • ..., .......... ..., overcrowding. 

OVERVIEW OF EFFECTS OF IMPRISONMENT 

According to Barnes and Teeters quoted by Tomasic and Dobinson (1979 : 66) 

"Most nrtw,!':,,, are rh,]rn,rtprl by high walls Within the enclosures 

are long forbidding cell blocks that house hundreds and thousands of inmates in 

small or crowded dormitories ... involves the 

confinement of VlIilHl"- with others not of their it suspends 

and pl':'lnlF"Urtlpnl it r{>Ll~!![]'le.\' the individual to 

being a member of a conforming mass, depriving him of personal responsibilities 

swell 
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For over two hundred years have been to house have committed a 

In and Punish Birth of the ( 1979: Foucault 

its birth 1820, elaborating on failures. He states 

that " ... the 

gangsterism, 

cannot fail to delinquents. Imprisonment causes delinquency, 

destruction and recidivism". that "Detention causes 

has 

a certain aa(J[mo'nat p,p,rTWlru of tJUI'll.)"trrt,eru concerns itself; 

rationing 

... in fact in its most LhL/HLH ",cor,flr" 

certain degree of physical pain. " 

IXmmp"1I solitary c.:urUIn'emenl 

tml}rtJiUn,me,rtl has always involved a 

researcher spent no fewer than fifteen years career 

ex-prisoners. her nJ31..,"'1V·'" it is clear 

with and 

imprisonment 

the family 

on 

the community, limits opportunities 

for causes both trauma. quoted by 

Hsts five pains imprisonment: deprivation of liberty, of 

services, of heterosexual relationships, of autonomy and of security". 

Davies states Cohen added "the of privacy, of time and 

fear and the reality of physical mental deterioration". 
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According to ,<'\,,-,,u,,,,.u 

'ml,ns'onineI1t uproots inmates their social including family, 

friends and workmates, them of a choice of companionship. Most 

prisons do not rehabilitate. The purpose of imprisonment is to punish criminal 

to incapacitate them or " Rotman (1990: I 

A Dissel in paper, South 's 

prisoners at two prisons in 

Conditions -

in May 1996. 

lIHJrt{.H'''.) Talk, 

clearly nQ}cau~s the 

detrimental of imprisonment: 

overriding impression these prisons, is that 

where are stored until their sentences have 

Dissel found high levels frustration amongst 

'.J1<UU,.U about idleness, no opportunities 

at Most prisoners stated that they have learnt 

constant of attack by these J ..... ,,.,,,n 

cannot of the 

resources, shortages community 

are large warehouses 

" (A Dissel, 1996: 

n .... "An"'~" interviewed ..... n<:nnplr<;: 

that there was no 

in prison. Prisoners lived in 

it is clear 

overcrowding, 

experiences of the participants in the research undertaken by the current 

will reflected later on the chapter. 

rnr,n"nr1lrn."nt cuts vl(lUVl"" with walls. It not focus on 

or the (1976: 45) states imprisonment " ... is more likely to 

harmful that beneficial". also states that " ... there is certainly amongst 

all critics we have 

a profound 

and 

Nn.oron that the prison has been a " goes on to 

by the National Commission on Criminal Justice 

45): 

institutions to crime is 

are notoriously Institutions do ~1H"rpt'n in punishment 

rates 

not deter. 

They protect the community but is only temporary". 
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to Hawkins notion that are 'schools , dates to the 

eighteenth and nineteenth century penal .. "t' ...... ,""''',." Hawkins (1976 : aptly uses a 

to make from John and seminaries of idleness and 

conducted by Dissel in two Johannesburg vice'. If one notes the recent .. ,,""'''"'' 

discussed it is evident prisoners similar 

idleness and frustration in South African prison, 

need to ask the question What is A large of 

prisoners return to society they have 

stripped dignity and morale, psychologically impaired and with minimal or no 

skil1s to their lives. and reiterate 

perceptions 

rehabilitate or deter 

society". 

and Dobinson 

"At worst, 

are mf''nllll to the 

cannot be shown to 

of offenders 

on to argue that rehabilitation within prison is a 'myth'. 

Prisons with prisoners premise of control. A of this nature 

choice of self-does not teach responsibility, decision-making and 

The rp"'~" .. r·n her work with prisoners and ex prisoners found most 

about joining a rehabilitation in prison as they were told this 

would count parole. Thus programmes and rehabilitation 

to instil conformity amongst the programmes are 

of their ("TlfU'XjfTl 

as form control in 

(J979: that are forced to t'''''I''I'tn,rrn 

confinement of 

it suspends family, social and 

vunlUH with not 

relationships and 

it relegates the individual to being a Inc,rnu,,;, of a conforming mass, depriving 

of responsibilities as well as freedoms. " 

focus is on the 

subculture of violence and prison 

of the own rules, 

counselling ex-prisoners and ", ... ,cnn."" .. " the 

Prisoners have 
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researcher came across many prisoners who expressed fear prison if they were 

not 

to Zyl Smit, scholars turned to the of 

sociologist Irving to gain an understanding of ·the social processes within 

He out that, one of the concepts developed by Goffman is of the 

'total institution' (Van Zyl 1992: 44). Goffman's of the institution', is 

based on " ... the down of barriers which, ensure members 

modern society tend to sleep, play and work in different 

under a different authority, 

in each case with a 

without an overall 

The prison experience vastly from that modern as all of a 

Hfe is brought 

theory asserts that 

one authority rigid systems in place. 

institutions' are characterised by a between 

and inmates, which to poor and restricted communication. 

"On the institution the 'self' of the 'recruit' is 

systematically, if often unintentionally mortified. to the 

processes of mortification are standard in total institutions." (Van 

1992: 44) 

The mortification process experienced prisoners 

procedures where the prisoner's is given a 

number as identification, resulting the person becoming a non-entity. are 

denied relationships are to or in 

homosexual relationships. "The influence of 'total institutions' is generally malign". 

ZyJ Smit, 1992: 45). 

Imprisonment has detrimental effects on the family 

nmLl.I.LfO.' have been 

Many families also 

is 

the victims '" 

stigmatised by the imprisonment 

if the is of a nature. 

the prisoner. "Families 

& 1991 

a family This 

also experience financial 
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, .. "n,,-,u,,,,, if the is the one who is OTT<>I"T(> of 

are felt on a psychological level. experience 

moral 

psychological 

deprivations, including the loss 

that the em~cts are detrimental to future It is 

the into society. It is therefore imperative rehabilitation and reintegration 

to counteract severe in programmes 

addition to nr<.n<lr1 

prison in 

him/her to with society ,-,1'-""""". This 

nr ... ,,,,'"'''' is essential to her capacity to ,",,,,,..'Arrl" a nrAr111 ... 'n 

Despite prisons designed purposes of punishment, deterrence the 

of rehabiHtation, Rotman (1990, ] 43) argues "that practice these 

failed and effectiveness of has been challenged at 

Moreover, imprisonment largely for its and counter 

productive " 

3.5 EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN PRISON 

REINTEGRATION 

EFFECTIVE 

In to prepare the his or her 

opportunities employment 

programmes (such skills, drug 

the prisoner's reintegration are equally 

into skills training 

The researcher is aware that other 

which assist 

The 

support 

of this 

research, however, is to investigate the employment and reintegration. 

Consequently issues within prison attention. Later 

next an explanation attempts to ex-prisoners through 

employment will be undertaken. Labour opportunities prison must be 

intertwined with the reintegration. put by Tiesmonde in 

paper Detention Rehabilitation " presented at conference in 

in ] 994 
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"There is no possibility of with recidivism if the is not 

the their freedom. Otherwise, rrp,?nnm becomes a new 

detention and a much worse imprisonment than that walls. There 

should necessarily be a link nf!IWf!I~n the prison the post penal situation 

an adapted structure able to, with legal, social 

carlY out short and term lVVHHlnn programmes n. 

In to set the context of prison and its attempts at reintegration, there is a 

to ..... "",",u>,,, the ideal rehabilitation nW~fn"'>rn and on to prison 

labour in more 

rehabilitation 

does not attempt to a full account of the 

within the prison but 

should entail. 

the reader to what an ideal prison 

(1976: 11 ] 8) states 

comprehensi ve account. He 

American Correctional "i'l,,",V'L,,, 

on to explain that it is worth 

should ",,,,,,,,rat,,,,· 

in full in 

most 

to 

show an ideal nr,~crr"'", 

case 

classification and programme planning on the basis of complete 

examinations, tests and studies of the individual prisoner; 

corrective as well as :> adequate me'azl::at services 

their aim and fit ... ,,,,,,,,,,, use of psychiatry; 

treatment as 

:> psychological services properly rolnt,,'fl to the problems of education, work 

Vmnel'1lS. discipline and preparation for 

» individual group therapy and counselling and application of 

therapeutic community concept 

psychologist or other trained therapist 

the 

counsellor; 

of psychiatrist, 

:> case work reaching families as well as prisoners; employment 

:> 

:> 

tasks comparable in variety, type and pace to work of the world outside 

and vocational value; 

library to provide wholesome recreation and 

education; 

directed 

good 

rn/'vnf1Tfri ... both indoors and outdoors so 

and sound mental health; 

UHL.)t;;U as to promote 
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» a religious programme so coordinated as to effect the spiritual life 

individual as well as of the whole group; 

» discipline that at the development of self control and preparation for free 

conformity to institutional rules; life; not merely 

» adequate building equipment for the varied programmes and of 

institutions and above all adequate competent personnel carefully 

toOLtoOLLtoOU, well trained serving such conditions as to promote a high 

degree of morale and efficiency". 

Rotman (1990: rehabilitation pf()ce~ss<!s within the prison as it with 

states the description by American quoted Bean. 

"rehabilitation prison educational opportunities, justly remunerated 

work, medical, psychological and psychiatric treatment an adequate environment; 

maintenance of family community links, a fair healthy environment; 

post release elimination of hindrances to re-instatement in the community; and 

various to meeting physical, intellectual, 

and spiritual as compatible with incarceration". 

ideal cannot be the African Institutions 

of gross overcrowding and lack of infrastructure to cope with this 

Rehabilitation the a 

EMPLOYMENT WITHIN THE PRISON 

REHABILITATION PROCESS 

is impossible to reach. 

PART OF 

was the and were to 

in the diamond mines, on road construction and on farms. the Union of South 

Africa 19] 0 changes took place in use of prison labour, prison workshops emerged 

farm prisons were established. In 1 

prisoners. 

a was farmers could 
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Many reasons been at various for working prisoners. and 

(1 assert the fol]owing: 

A 

punishment : it is assumed that if hard and onerous tasks are lot of 

convicted criminal, they serve as a to crime 

~ As discipline in prison: all inmates are at appointed tasks, regardless of 

what may be, it is to operate the institution and thus is 

maintained 

~ To relieve the monotollY of a 

more quickly if men are busy 

~ To reduce costs through 

is a sound economic "",-'F'''''''' 

term : it is axiomatic 

production that 

~ To inmates to the support of their families : 

time passes 

sold: 

a 

wage their work prisoner maintains his respect and assumes his 

supporting dependants 

~ To teach prisoners trades on the assumption that those coming to 

prison are unskilled 

~ As a reformatory device : work of some sort can regarded as therapeutic 

be of aid restoring a man to society as a social asset", 

look at above reasons prison labour indicates the is placed 

on work as a form of punishment. In the researcher's in working with ex-

prisoners, it is evident most were to on tasks that not restore 

sense of dignity, teach them them to support families. 

prisoners complained about scrubbing floors, toilets and doing garden 

work. were to proper training or work that Idleness 

prison hinders the reintegration of prisoners into society. stated by 

Teeters (1 537): 

"There is HV,,uHj,,,, so Unemployment outside the 

prison is a curse; it is doubly so in prison because the prisoner is denied the 

normal pursuits that are the privilege unemployed man who " 
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Minister Ben l'I.U,'UIJ<.l.. in opening at the National Symposium on Correctional 

in August spoke on remuneration of prisoners as wen as the seHing and 

market costs prison products in open market order to the reintegration 

prisoners society. labour to 133 the 

Correctional ,plr'J"~p" Act of ] 998 is restrictive. It merely that state departments' 

nll1rf'h",,," prison at fair as determined by the, of 

Finance. income sale of products is not put into the 

prison but channelled to exchequer. 

un;v.",uU also noted in his opening address that sale of products 2000 

financial was R83.2 million. should point The 

TTP,nTn,p rehabilitation should ploughed back the prisons order to implement 

orr'eClllOlnal " .... '''''''''''' should also recognise as workers with fun 

rights. 

to treat prison labour as part of work South and not as a 

"P."\"I"<>t" entity. would to introduce profit "I'."nlrp." employment practices 

within prison as part of the the would 

to 

employment (1 

and facilitate the 

states: 

of 

" Naturally prisoners expect to be paid for their work and penologist are 

divided as to whether a should receive a full market wage related to 

his productivity and from this wage should contribute to the costs of his 

imprisonment, the maintenance of his and so on, or whether the wage 

should be more in the nature of pocket money. There are certain atJjrlC£ttClles 

with paying a market wage, such as the of tax and course 

VUj't::LI,tVT'.) of the to 1 of prisoners". 

The researcher is 

In 

opinion 

that could 

we need revolutionary changes to create 

in the institution a self-sustainable 

maintenance of the prisoner's family and simultaneously to educate 

person. of labour not changed much today as 
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many are 

in prison has for the !.lU"V""'. 

or no 

to 

to ensure 

a culture of 

provide motivation to earn a living upon ."''''''"'''''. 

In prison little emphases is on production as is evidenced in the open labour 

market attempt is made to create the atmosphere industry and 

little is placed on training". 174).Thus we see, more 

often than the situation prisoners are to cope with of 

the open labour market upon Correy asserts that prison labour 

especially during the time of made valuable contributions to the Works 

such as the constructions roads. Pri involvement in building low costs 

nets should, however, place to ensure that labour wiH not exploited 

or Prison farms could also be expanded to prisoners with and 

skills. techniques can be useful for those 

",.-.,0,",",,,, .. ,, who return to areas. Corey (1977), considers it imperative that prisoner 

,,,,,,,", ... ~.,,,u so that at some the prisoners 

beC;OITle achievable. can be summarised as 

"Increased pay may lead to increased productivity; 

The payment of wages may bring a greater respect for the value 

work and the of the morale and 

particularly 

dependants ". 

to send 

(1977: 245) 

to the Correctional Services 

involved in formal ,", ... ",vau.. programmes 

sums of money home to 

Report of 1999 of prisoners 

levels 1 to 4 amounted 6,214. 

were involved at """' ... 'v .......... school level and 1 prisoners were 

through c01Te~;oondl:mc:e. This of ] 1,1 who were 

involved in formal One thousand hundred and fifty ,356) prisoners 

were involved in skills training were involved occupational skills 

training. Thus 26,603 prisoners, or 23.76%, of a total of III sentenced prisoners· 
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were in some form of education and 

Annual Report 1999 also 

were provided: 

Building maintenance 

Production Workshops 

Maintenance workshops 

Again a picture emerges 

the 

9289 

2,998 

population. It is evident that only a small 

This presents a '-''''''" .... picture 

average opportunities, which 

when COliTIOare;(1 to the prison 

of are trained for 

employment to facilitate their reintegration into community. Zyl 

(1996: 1 quotes COffey, 1977, as noting, "in 1972V973 approximately 2,600 prisoners 

were daily workshops, 3,000 in building groups, 6,000 on prison and 

a further 15,000 maintenance." The total of some involved in some 

form work or another in 1 is not very different from the 1 figures 

quoted Services. 

According to Annual of :orr'ectlOnal Services (1999:39), are 16 

workshops for the prison and production 

workshops for timber and steel products. It 

vegetable at smaller prisons. 

farms (40,000 hectares) and 116 

also states that education and training 

are at prisons. raises cause concern, as are 

prisons South 

The 1999 Annual Report reflects 9.1 % total 

• ... p,r\lll~p<.: for the 199912000 financial year was spent on the development 

the 199811999 year of the was on 

reflecting a minimal of only 
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Correctional Services Annual Report 

community 

allocation funds 

3). 

spending by 

imperative more funds are set aside 

with their reintegration 

31 

that 4.9% of budget was spent on 

reflect the focus 

Department Correctional Services. It is 

development prisoners in to 

More should also allocated to community COITec:tlOnal facilities, as would 

ease the ",,,, .. ,...,',,uII1 in prison. reducing the population would 

creation more conducive conditions to implement rehabilitation 

A NEW ATTITUDE 

while in prison and the of ex-prisoners upon their 

release. A 

concerning 

of attitude on the part government civil society is .. ",r,"11"pr1 

frequent use imprisonment as a solution to our problem. 

We seen the "' .... '''''o'nt of IvJ;.'''U4 .. '-''U to include communities in 

including prison and correctional 

However, the nrp''''''",1 mood in South Africa is one anger and at the 

of crime. This it difficult to motivate communities to involved 

prison and the of offenders. There is a need to develop a new 

attitude towards prisons and in order to implement to with 

reintegration Communities should be regarding the need for 

involvement as most 

of the community. In 

eventual1y return to and, once become part 

Community Involvement ... J at 
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the National Symposium on Correctional in August 2000, Dre Okoro mentions 

efforts made other countries to involve communities in the of 

states " ... we to develop a of social responsibility and patriotism". (2000: 

1 ). 

INNOV ATIONS IN PRISON REHABILITATION 

In to move towards a new way thinking, is a need to adopt a progressive 

approach to and 

following recent advances are highlighted in to 

and unconventional innovations, proven to 

prisoners: 

of The 

r .... ,..,n .... r an insight into new 

effective rehabilitating 

»- For parole there are ."vt",,,." civilian volunteers who serve as 

mentors ex prisoners in Unions are involved in 

prisons, vocational training programmes. Links are developed 

with the union when prisoner is and starts employment. 

»- Fort Wayne, Indiana an organisation called Church One 

Offender' non-violent Each is assigned to a five-

group to the church. This group the 

throughout hi slher process. 

South Africa is far from creative concerning imprisonment. Rotman (1990: 144) 

discusses what to as the centred to management. 

the h,,,"oOI1£',"oh prison by al10wing 

leave of absence. It also emphasises for prisoners to be responsible their 

actions. states that the prison is "the cornerstone of 

recent penal internationally". in L'1..,.JH:U,u 

as an excel1ent of new, prisons which support prisoners 

so that can make own decisions self 
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are 

which 

allows for conditions very similar to the 

wages earned the workshops, and a basic 

must purchase 

If they run out 

no 

amongst 

food. They are responsible for up their own 

money they are dependent on the goodwill of their fenow 

are must resolve 

strategies are at developing a sense of responsibiHty and self-reliance. 

are made aware that the aim imprisonment is punishment but 

"1-",1U".1" is placed on this prison is not 

by highly skills professionals but by members who dose contact 

Prisoners are encouraged to out practical to their 

(1990: 152) on to state "the Ringe prison is the most tangible expression of 

recent transformation rehabilitative concept. " 

researcher reader to the 

that a new attitude is developed when 

imprisonment. 

example of an prison system 

are derived to expand the present 

A.flOlller interesting innovation worth JU""UUVUJ", is 

of 

sector 

by Robert , .. u,'"'''''''' (1996), who 

and 

for the }"''''',r.>rl-rn'>nt of 

s Public and Private Sector Partnerships Industries Offender 

Employment explores partnership between prison industry and the private 

sector. a of this nature following V\#l.''''''''' 

~ high which, in create more jobs for prisoners 

~ prisoners are exposed to a work environment that relates to the outside world 

~ both prisoner and staff have access to specialized 

~ are and by the rmnmtUnlt 

The other 

is able to 

the coin is that private sector benefits 

labour cost and has an available workforce. 

partnership: it 
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develop projects to 

rrrn""'",Cltn,,,,nt organisations, rrrn,,,,,,,,",rn''''nt 

In order for South 

there is a need 

significant 

reintegration process 

include union and 

we have implemented a 

we are a long way 

an1'e-s,cale community involvement as 

to develop 

with the 

having projects, which 

by Okoro. In order to 

transform the negative tendency towards punitive measures, ('(unty,un involvement in 

a new attitude that will 

... "" .... "".., to reduce the crime 

dealing with the must be sought. We 

focus on 

levels in 

ex-prisoners as one 

3.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The researcher 

. broken the law 

the rule of law, however, it is 

opportunity to put right 

beBef that those who have 

be assisted to ",,,,r'r\ty"" 

law citizens. Prisons are unable to rehabilitate offenders under 

present conditions overcrowding. The imprisonment indicate a 

concerted 

prison IJ'-'IIJ""'U"V' 

made by the Department 

to work on .. ",d-,.,.,..,,,, ... 

Similarly, 

to 

use of alternative sentencing ",n1',,,,.,,, 

overcrowding. The 

recognising the inherent 

Services to reduce 

non-violent crimes should 

human rights instruments stress 

worth of each human 

stresses that imprisonment should be used as a last resort. The present scenario 

already led to the inability the Department of Correctional 

to constitutional obligations. 

It is to note that the prison system 

with birth 

to 

over two 

Despite 

human rights instruments that have 

are with the same problems 

and other 

aoc)Orc,o to safeguard the we 
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is sickened by and grown crime. 

Africans that ""'~'''''''Jt3 to go to prison 

vast of South 

to the 

The next 

identify 

on reintegration win focus on 1"""''''<''-''"' prisoner in an """,,,,U'IJl to 

reintegration review of 

will "'tor''''''''T'' for ex-

prisoners developed in countries and a unique African employment project 

and its success the rehabi1itation of ex- prisoners will 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FROM PRISON TO 

COMMUNI Y: 

'THEY EVENTUALLY COME OUT' 

"Most ulUuuJI.nu{} are set in a For a man this is 

society, rnTJI'JOr like an eternity as U composed of 

millions of tiny diamonds, the surrounding metal. 

When a falls out, not only it of less value than 

the whole ring, but also society is itself the poorer. 

Society therefore has an obligation to see that as few as 

possible jewels work lose and are lost or so 

damaged as to be useless in re-setting". 

(1969: .:.,vu'-.... v 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous 

to rehabilitate 

for 

levels incJuding the 

researcher's years 

signs trauma and 

the community. 

37 

and the "rt."tT'IT'ltc by 

that imprisonment has to prepare prisoner 

are thus handicapped on many 

preparation to secure employment. 

experience 

spoke 

counsel1ing 

how prison not prepare 

many 

for Ufe in 

chapter will focus on the release prisoners and the 

various interventions Reintegration .is a broad which 

the ex-offender in efforts rAU.'"'''' 

responsible contributing citizen. However, u",\~aUIi:)'" 

living 

the 

at supporting 

becoming a valuable, 

of the rPQ."~r{'h the 

chapter 

question, 

the relationship ",,,,I,,,,,·,,," unemployment, crime 

will Does unemployment on 

reintegration of ex-prisoners? 

aIHlll!,;".!11 (1 75) states that, on ""II"r"(tp 95% are back 

often so damaged by prison experience and ilJ prepared life outside 

prison. Murphy (1 133), Menninger's description of released prisoners: 

" ... with a and only by that their original 

incarceration they are back upon society, regardless of whether any 

. change has taken place in them for the with every assurance that t:n{.m.I!I~.'i 

have taken place within them for the worse", 

is a dire to ....... "1'," transition from 'imprisoned VU"UUvJ 

",rr",n,"'''''' • In the rpcp<>,y' of 

to 'released ex

are j vl'-""',-,'" without 

process managed properJy. has an obligation to accept _"".,,,,,,,,n,,,·,.,, back 

the community as imprisonment. Society cannot 

of upon release, as this, more 

result and their return to incarceration. and Chung 

will 

.?) state 
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recidivism rate 

from 70% to 

nrp'.Vp.l"lnrln tool, which 

4.2 DEFINING 

Oxford Advanced 

38 

in South 

support and 

is high, with 

process is a 

REHABILITATIVE IDEOLOGY 

.... ""~II ... r" Dictionary rebabilitation as 

life again have been in or hospital for a 

figures 

crime 

to have a 

restore to 

their/its former status or position: rehabilitate a disgraced former . (1995: 983) 

rehabili tation involves trying to the behaviour, morals and values of 

so the is unacceptable to 

"Simply defined reintegration is nr. ",,;n, and aTn.'lttT,U,' conducted to 

prepare an offender to return safely to the rrl1nmIJ'Yl1 

(Thurber, 1998: 1). 

and live as law abiding citizens". 

ITTp,nrl,>r reintegration is a process where is ac(:eotea into his\her 

community. The a return to with a a or food is 

" .. nt .. ". to the idea of reintegration. What is ",1"'1'", .. ",,;1 to the offender is a ,-, .. ,cun .• '" to 

normal relations with members of society. 

VB.'''''''''' and (1 68) state of integration or reintegration of the 

/)""""""'10 .. into the CUfnfftUfU is with ..:nIT,'py" of stable and social 

the offender the environment VU';':HU"" prison n. 

Erasmus (1996: qoutes Duff and Garland (1994: 24) who states that "Although 

"'''''',f''''''''' of 'rehabilitation' has a number applications, one could use a yardstick 

measures rehabilitation qualitative 

, improvements of the and 

certain circumstances, with certain kinds of offenders, 

sometimes be achieved". 

... such as collateral 

it clear that in 

more can 
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The r""""""~·"h,,. .. was with Rotman's definition rehabilitation (1990: 3): 

"Rehabilitation according to modern standards, can be aellrte'a as broadly as a 

right to an opportunity to return to (or remain) in society with an improved 

chance a useful and out of prison,' the term may also be 

to denote the actions of 

opportunity ". 

state or institutions in extending this 

Rotman 3) on to mention use of terms such as 

modern expressions, including 

re-i ntegrati on", "re-educati on" "re-sociaH sati on", which are used to 

refer to rehabilitative idea. term rehabilitation states other 

".:00""'''' discussed be lY",."",,, as synonymous. researcher wj]] use the term 

reintegration regard all terms mentioned Rotman as 

RehabHitation is a comp]ex which various elements, and depth, 

depending on needs the ex offender. It span need psychologicaJ 

employment, building family relationships, deaJing with the causes 

that to crime, with of been and 

acceptance the offender, or thereof. 

4.3. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF REINTEGRATION 

(1990) traces history 

sanctions were rooted in Christian ideology 

of antiquity. 

moraJity, as cited in the 

Gospel texts emphasise and reconciliation. Rotman asserts that 

Christian rehabiHtative was on disciplinary punishment within 

monastic CuHen Gilbert (1989) give an historical account, similar to of 

as Rotman (1990). They assert that two centuries ago punishment was 

based on viewed act as a 
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petty 

was 

century 
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1 century Houses of 

house of corrections 

offender into a law 

form pubJically 

in the 19th ,",or."""" 

O"",""rot ... "' .... in order to control Vy .. , ......... 

labour as a form of discipline 

citizen". (Rotman, 1990: They 

punishment toward the new penal 

(1990: 49), new ideas emerged in mid 

the emphasis was placed on rehabi1itation, following World Two. 

construction that followed the of the totalitarian roo' .... ,"" 

way for and influential movement of humanistic crime policy: the new social defence. 

This encouraged action toward and it recognized the worth of 

the UUf,rtUH new social 'U/lPTU'P'S main positive contribution was to enhance 

press recognition, and 

reform as well as a new legal (,~'l'l'O"'" . (Rotman, ] 

Cullen Gilbert (1989: 77) also what they can the 

flavour of progressive era is well in the 1912 Warren F 

Secretary of the Massachusetts Prison Association: 'Each LHUHfH is an 

should be treated as such ... Character and not conduct is the only sound 

treatment ... Diagnosis is 

treatment 

It is to mention an 

rnp'",('~,n sociologist, Robert Martinson, 

and 1967 were reviewed. In a 

the treatment of badness as it is in the 

programme 

1960's in which 

presenlea by Miller (1 

an 

The Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment: A Survey of 

1) Martinson's 

re('ltm'ent Evaluation 

was referred to as a 

study of the 

writings and 

"Nothing 

" 

as a political tool to <:"'''11''\(''''>''''' 

and Ross published a "nT'Hp" 

1981 to 1987, in 

which became the most 

. According to 

rehabilitation ,;}nr~p,;}rprl 

began to use 

over two hundred .,. .... ', .. ,,<.> on. 

concluded that: 

important 

(1989: 1), 

newspaper 

Robert 

on 
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rehabilitation of 
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research literature demonstrated successful 

had been accomplished, and continued to be 

.. , reduction in sometimes as substantial as 

flr1HP1}Pfl in a CU/'ISII'.ler·UUte number well controlled 

studies. Effective programmes were rr"~/JI,'rT~'n in a variety communities and 

(to a lesser degree) institutional involving pre adult 

... The of these programmes were not short lived,' follow-up 

np,'IEl"" of at least two years were not uncommon, and several studies reported 

even tnll'nw-lJn's. (Miller, 1 

on the findings Gendreau and Miller (l989) concluded that a wide 

proved problem life skills 

According to (1989: 5) Martinson 

that were 

death. 

researcher thought it important to 

stage of 

proven to 

Martinson's notion 

see the same 

a 

'nothing works' as an 

in South 

The conservative poJiticians, r ... r,r"""nn." of the f'r\lrn(' ... ~l"" 

civil society, to ask the : Can 

the crime levels? Are reintegration programmes effective? 

It is of interest to note 

effective 

her experience, 

on reintegration, there is still so 

despite 

work to be done 

having 

area. 

to 

\ 
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4.4. MODELS OF REINTEGRATION 

rp<1p~r{'nf>r would like to draw on work of Rotman (1990) who proposed four 

models reintegration: the penitentiary, the therapeutic, social and the 

rights n .. ":>nT~>'" models. 

penitentiary model placed on moral eal1catIOn, discipline and work. It 

"relied on imprisonment to mould the ,,"',(},,"Il.r o/the (Rotman, i 

therapeutic model emerged next, in which it was assumed that were 

5), The 

and 

were to cure their criminality~ The her'aOI~utlc model way 

learning model rehabilitation. "Social learning model views 

crime as the product behaviour r;ehabilitation as a compensation for early 

socialization resulting for "'AL<flUJLG. from break-up or neglect". (Rotman, 

1990: 5). 

The orientated focussed on of the to certain minimum 

from correctional "The of such a is to offer 

offender an opportunity to re-integrate into society as useful human . (Rotman, 

1990: 

researcher will further another model reintegration 

( The Model, it will noted, for 

by Rotman 

t1f'\T'P"C today. 
, 

This emphasises that the alone will not in 

offender behavioural Change will result from person's own 

in turn, will reduce social influences, those conditions the mindset 

led to the 

methods to change the 

the active participation of 

n1"f'pn,'1p,. practical 

instance. model not use coercive 

of offenders but works on soliciting co-operation and 

offender in reintegration nrr ........ '>tn'rn", It the 

and creates opportunities offenders to as law abiding 
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to ... ,,'-''''', ... u (1990: 9) a positive rehabilitative action helps create in 

criminal social responsibility by 

relationship with the rest of society". In researcher's 

an awareness of their 

1"\p,",pr,('", the approach to ex -

prisoners some 18 

was on 

ago was 

of charity. 

different, primarily 

-prisoners were 

welfare 

to cope fares for transport to assist to seek employment. With the development 

of the new development policy, effective 1994, emphasis has from 

a 'hand-out' !:I1"\n,rn!:l to a 'development' approach. development approach focuses/ 

on offender taking responsibility or her "' ..... ,VUi>. 

4.5. THE OF REINTEGRATION 

It is that the process reintegration begin the offender enters the 

prison. The I'lv,nt"r on imprisonment clearly showed the need to implement 

in to prepare the 

adjustment to community life. 

NACRO (National Association the Care 

agency, 

in London. This 

works with ex- prisoners, 

has carried 

later. The U 1''-'.'''.'-' report on 

for the subsequent 

Resettlement Offenders) is a social 

offenders their families 

which wilJ discussed 

for ex -

prisoners to re-integrate into enf'1""'-'l productive 

4) states 

"they should access 

to same opportunities as else'. is, they have access to 

employment or a source of counselling; a of action to deal with 

problems; family and community support. Another element is trauma 

In of and it 

was experience was a traumatic one. Ex-prisoners spoke the 

abuse in prison. offender recounted 

dehumanising experience locked up a cell. Many were subjected to the trauma 

being beaten by prison and by most traulllatJIC experience many 

was the H~'~~'''~~ of rape. 
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process of is Unemployment would, for affect 

ability of the offender to secure or on to accommodation and 

needs family. of family friends is 

the basic 

to 

with the process. According to NACRO report (1 

resettlement means people coming out of prison part of community -

the community must be involved to allow this to happen", 

on to state that order to ensure report 

community su<;ce:SS1U they should: 

ex prisoners reintegrate into 

);> "be able to maintain their family and community links while they are in 

);> be held prison which develop skills, self confidence 

and build responsibility 

);> help staff and from community agencies 

to enable them to make concrete plans for 

);> begin their life outside from a of in terms 

accommodation of a good standard, payment appropriate and 

arrangement employment, education or another 

be allowed to make a start with the J,ur:lnn,rt from 

community", (NACRO, 27) 

The rehabilitation approach is based on that who have a 

crime have potential to The is also on the individual in to 

investigate those that 

plan to be developed to assist the offender in or 

crucial of the plan would be the 

Rotman (1990: as foHows: " ... the 

in the community, independent from .institutionalisation. In rehabilitative 

opportunity flowers much better outside of than within prison walls". 

Reintegration should focus on offender taking responsibility to improve his personal 

in to prevent must be given necessary 
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support in the form of counselling, """"I't,,1'''' assistance, o;;;UIU\"'(JLUU'H and to ""1<4"/<,'-' 

those conditions that would lead him or her to committing crime again. 

4.6. VALUE OF 

In the researcher's experience it is clear that the goals rehabilitation will 

both to and community. However, in there is a on the 

part to make sufficient resources for rehabilitation programmes. 

There is an urgent to change the perception of communities that prison is the 

answer to reducing crime 

(1982 : 253-254) mention 

and offenders cannot and Gilbert 

reasons why is a need to for 

of offenders: 

,.. "Rehabilitation is justification criminal sanctioning that obligates 

the state to an offender's " 

,.. Rehabilitation aims to nrr.enlzer into a 

which in turn benefits society. "The ideology of rehabilitation provides an 

important rationale for opposing the conservative's that increased 

repression crime. ideology of rehabilitation is based on 

the fact that and personal circumstances, the risk of 

criminal The ideology on the fact 

offenders will need to improve their personal or move out 

social conditions which lead them to committing " 

and (1 256) an important when they state that 

" ... rehabilitative makes a true to the crime 

ultimately rests in the support of programmes a more 

equitable distribution of resources through a broad structural transformation of the 

order". 

f:ft(,EUt,HtU'HVH still as a major the 

correctional system 
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~ Rehabilitation has historically an motive 

efforts that increased the humanity of the correctional HI'·""',,". (Cullen & 

Gi1bert1989: 1). 

Rotman (1990) 

it aHows 

sense of rpC',,",,,,'" 

point which the value of rehabilitation saying 

to link with the t"AT'I"'IT't'111 and also offender a 

the 

Rotman (1990: yet another crucial point 

wrong. 

that 

"rehabilitation has enormous potential for humanising and 

against crime ". 

social reaction 

4.7 

Society sees as crucial a productive and life. Similarly, 

employment is an important tool in rehabilitation process ex-offenders. The 

rationale for employment as 

been on assumed relationship 

63) states 

of offender rehabilitation programmes has 

employment, unemployment and crime. 

not only affects an offender'S ability to suppon himself without 

recourse to crime, but employment is also a major on the nature of 

his associates, his use of leisure time, his conception himself and his 

the future. It is thus a major rehabilitative tool n, 

It is not to crime. are 

multiple causes to crime and subsequenUy it is difficult to 

other that lead to However, unemployment is interrelated with 

and economic deprivation and is one of the causes crime, In order to 

with Africa's rising unemployment rate, many politicians and activist groups call 

for of exchange the halting the of state assets 

to 
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Berman : 197) states "The labour survey found that South Africa's 

unemployment rate was 26% on strict and 37% on expanded 
~ 

definition". The state a country's has an impact on the quality of its 

citizens. scenario it even more difficult ex-prisoners to secure 

employment release. In the researcher's __ ''''''',,", with ex-prisoners 

over an 18 year-period it was found most released needs 

met, all else. to this is the for employment. Gainful employment will 

an thus them to meet other needs: food, 

. accommodation medical care. 

4.8. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNEMPLOYMENT AND CRIME 

A discussion foHows on the relationship between unemployment and Many 

people that being unemployed is no excuse for committing crime. Wilson et al 

(1981: 16) writes "Sociological theories behaviour, 

unemployment as a contributing factor to crime, and employment as a contributing factor 

to crime prevention and rehabilitation", 

offenders commit out need, one 

circumstances offenders with ultimate 

as Jaw-abiding citizens, to Box 

when out sentences to those 

to take into account the social 

of 

29) "Their /"""'"'-',, 

them into 

them 

responsible, the conditions make the comprehensible. These conditions, social 

and economic, contribute to because they constrain, limit or narrow the choices \ 

UV{,,"HtLU{C;;. Furthermore, if we understand the ultimate relationship ,",01,.,.<'0.", economic 

social circumstances criminal then we in a better to 

and humanely to reduce 

researcher found large of 

over years suffered from depression, experienced 

counselled 

of failure and displayed 

a sense of This, in them arid causea to turn to 

alcohol and 
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(J 987) also analysed ] 8 studies, which examined the relationship 

n""'Ul~''''n unemployment 

pointed to a causal link 

reported a relationship. 

unemployment and crime, and that there is an 

increase in makes mention a further 

study of Georgia Thonberry 

(1984). They '-'V.1I.1U'-'.'vu 

1,000 members of the Philadelphia cohort study 

study, which 

boys born in ] 

a 10% u~u. .. nv 

and reported on 

them at of their (1978: states that and 

" reported that, overall, unemployment has an instantaneous on 

criminal involvement and relationship gets with age". 

(1987) on to caution that is a need for research in area of 

unemployment and crime. Although there is evidence that is a relationship "'''''tIU'''" 

unemployment and crime, it further exploration, as the .,.uu .... ", could not 

account for an conventional crime. (1989: 3) 

(]982: which also shows 

cautions that it may not 

focussed on unemployment 

a major factor. 

He found 

U'\..'<JL\..,U that some showed to be 

unemployment is a major reason for committing crime. 

mention of a study undertaken 

UnemlO]()Vrnelnt causes but 

'-""'P""P" 30 studies, which 

opinions in Which) 

UJ..,'U..,U that while others 

It has found that unemployment is only one of the factors, which 

contribute to crime and thus not the reason for Crow (1989: 10) 

Mclintock 1976, TTl,,"'nnr\" studies by 1963, Vinson Homel 

Madge 1976) that found that 

H ••• a of other factors also have to be taken into consideration when 

unc~ml')lOym,ent and crime. It has long at the link between 

established that the incidence of crime with various measures of 

social sa(J'Va11taJ~es. " 

A variety of social problems such as income, poor housing or 

on to 

and 

thereof, . 

health ... r/"'ll'\l .. rr", as weB as lack of education can to people committing crime. 
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recent paper UIT1l1pn by Papps Winkelmann (1998: 1) found that" ... unemployment 

cannot explain overall crime rate, although significant effects on are found for 

an "'i",'"\nf"\n"It>tr,f' study some categories crime". authors go on to 

Small Lewis (1996), which supports the idea that 

in some 

state that their 

relationship. 

and that unemployment causes crime. 

and unemployment are 

Winkelmann (1998) 

were more cautious and that found no eVloellce of a causal 

NACRO (National Association the Care Resettlement Offenders) an 

with ,."1"1".o.n/1,,,,,,,,, in the United findings study ex-

offenders in a paper to Work" (2000). A study was 

by NACRO 64 h"""""'~." three and months It 

was established that there was a statistical link between unemployment and criminal 

This links up with study by (1987) who 

found ",,,,,,,,,,,,nro,,, of this when he studies various researches. 

Wilson et a] 1: 16), who "''''.''""." .... ' .... the works various r",,,,',,,u'" makes mention 

unemployment 

is substantial if not 

of 30 which the between 

rates undertaken by 

overwhelming support for the 

et al (1981: 17) go on to 

They concluded that " ... 

validity economic model of crime". Wilson 

studies "four 

types of to determine the relationship of economic factors and 

ecology, social class, business and circumstances of offender". concluded 

" ... even a cursory reveals that from these four of 

extreme 

statement 

while somewhat inconsistent and controversial, predominantly show 

... is correlated with crime". authors go on to reflect on a 

by the VERA Institute of Employment Crime which 

undertook r","""",'''' to relationship between unemployment and. 

"Our review aUc.!llTl,eS the widely nr,'onton view unemployment directly 

causes crime and that employment is always an effective to 

activity. these (causal) relationships clearly obtain for some 

groups in certain circumstances, do not account other 
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employment crime relationships among 

divergencies, within the same sub populations over time. Thus our review 

leads us to CAu,unu and specify particular employment and crime relationships 

and to LV1 • ."n.", instances where 

crime is brought 

patterns. (Wilson et aI, 198]: 18). 

statement by the 

'Vy,,,",,,, It is 

Institute and 

there are 

relationship rlPlL1lP,'n employment and 

institutional and sub cultural 

undertaken Crow (1989) one food 

processes, which underlie the relationship 

for 

for basic sustenance. On the other hand, others who are employed 

commit lJl;;O\,.,au,~1;;O of a low to feed a habit or as a of peer 

pressure. Crow (1989: 10) states this fact very aptly, "it therefore becomes dffficult 

of one another or to establish which causes which. 

most reasonable conclusion on evidence to is that is a 

contributing factor, that the causal is not a simple one". 

It is accepted unemployment have on criminal behaviour. 

Employment, in will on the process 

Employment forms an important component of the total rehabilitation nrc,,,,,,,,,,, 

BLOCKS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Employment is a crucial part of rehabilitation "rr,{" .. '_,", of ex-prisoners. It has 

shown to play a rol~ in the adjustment of the after 

community. ....",u,,,.,, securing employment for ex-prisoners is not an 

various which, hinders rehabilitation 

return to the 

task due to 

The stigma of being label1ed a convict remains with ex-prisoner upon release from. 

prison. NACRO (2000: 4) a survey undertaken by the Trust in 1991, 

which found over 94% employers surveyed did not include vA-V ...... ' in their 

Department equal n .... nr.'cn'·'H policy. same South 
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Labour has stressed the gender equality and equal opportunities in the work 

place the previously disadvantaged groups (that people of colour) as wen as for the 

mention is are not "",,, ....... vu this list. 

undertook another "",.,,,"',, in 1996, which the 

of NACRO. It was found that over of their clients had not been able to 

secure employment as a of their A further carried out by 

in ] 998 found only 18% of London-based employers knowingly employed 

a with a 

It is known that is not only problem face. In 

researcher's experience it was found that most low education levels or limited 

both which limit opportunities in the formal labour market to begin 

f"lo."""',"'--' (2000: research by the Regional 

were 

mentioned discrimination by employers that this proved to a common problem. 

42% of group lacked educational qualifications and 26% were to 

have a low self-esteem. 

4.10. EX-PRISONER EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMMES AND ITS IMPACT ON 

THE REINTEGRATION 

around or 

aim to 

Whilst the 

interventions for 

to the fact that does playa crucial role in rehabilitation of """ v .. """""" 

It also innovative which have an impact on reducing 

recidivism. 

(1 the (1 carried out a 1""'''''''''' of 

attempts made the United ] 960's to improve employment of 

offenders. found that to prove that were 

effectively rehabilitated by their work in prison industries or by training programmes. He 

then two ambitious which set out to improve on status quo. 
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IJrr""",~t Crossroads counselling, job development and placement for ex-

offenders. It was found that was a slight improvement employability. 

Taggart also the Island Project. This project vocational 

and ,-,V'CHVIU\..,U with services 

experiment involved training inmates to use IBM data processing in 

addition they remedial reading help, counselling, job and some 

on release". 1974: 110). It is heartening to note that, in comparison to 

control group, who intensive secured good jobs and also 

had a low re-conviction rate. 

A The Increasingly Influential Role of Generic Work Skills, by Robinson and 

Poprino found on employment by the 

Department 

conducted by 

Correctional 

Correctional 

Many rehabilitation 

In '-'"'" .... " ... focus on 

offenders as[)eclts that Trp"n,,,,nt result in social 

offenders correctional institutions more than job skills as 

about , .. ,,"""""'''' behaviour work place. 

the attitudes and 

Canadian 

learned 

"Although work experience contributes to overall employability, 

and behaviour (such as the PPf1Pr,7l work attitudes (such as rnr>tl1""tUI» 

to with work x fJP"",,'frp and may 

be to various are arguably more important. ". & 

Poprino, 1996: 

Another found on described the Skills for ,,-"U'VIV 

by the Drumheller Institution in Canada. et al (1998) write that 

comprises a three-week "r'v'''''''' course and a three-month on the job-training 

component. research component of project tracks success rate released 

An found that most 

employment was as a major challenge. It was also that those who were imprisoned 

or more times had highest rate unemployment were unemployed The 

study also that those who Skills for t',IIlOUWOflen 

Programme were unemployed at the of the 
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Skills, 

paper, Inmate Increasing ly Influential Role of Work 

et al (1996: to a study conducted by in 1993 in which 

behaviours were examined, generic skills 

In study were 

in: 

~ with other in the 

~ cooperating with their work supervisor 

~ solving problems 

~ showing initiative at work 

~ working independently 

~ dealing with authority 

important by 

to rate their 

higher an om'!!nc.fer intrinsic the more they 

rated 

meaningful 

in 

on the various work 

perceived their to be, the 

Similarly the more 

they rated their 

working Inn"IJ~'YI",pr"'''' and dealing initiative at 

with authority", (Gilliset 1996: 3) 

It must be noted that research to assess effectiveness employment 

been Programmes assessed by US 

the Institute Canadian CO]Te(~tlc.n Department 

state that have been experienced in identifying appropriate criteria 

In The Job Training and Placement of Project, developed by 

,,,,,,,.'IN'rn,,,,,j- of and implemented Manpower, it was stressed a number of 

activities to be in in order to effectively ex-offenders in employment 

This project offers a range services. During the selection clients are to 

participate in and education v"""""',,, 

During orientation phase the 

responsibilities are explained. The orientation phase 

the 

services are 

rules and 

other services to assist the 
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such as in budgeting and finances, as wen as 

to and alcohol addiction or any other problems requiring 

McCreary (1 66), who effectiveness of made the 

observation: 

"The of a mature programme is reflected in its ability continually to 

adapt its and take on less of clients. 

Above in any model programme there will exist a mutual commitment - on 

the part of the participant, of responsibility for his own 

economic future, and on the of the community, responsibility for 

him an opportunity for that future. " 

makes an important point regarding employment programmes ex -offenders: 

besides work related it is important that work 

related habits skills in order to with employment: 

"Effective job depends upon acquisition of 

and social skills . .... clients must to manage everything from 

work pressure to at work on time ... Many of 

programme interviewed that the many 

to learn specific tasks but an inability to to 

to the traits eXl,ec,tea of most wn; .. lu>.,,~ 

Project TP'Jnrl\' note that making an offender includes improving 

his ability to work regular hours, enter into social relationships with co-

workers, under competitive pressures in the community, obtain some 

work". (1975: 

In his book, The Release, Soothill (1974: 20) this view 

states down after is much more than simply 

providing him with a job". SoothiB evaluated the of (X Prisoners 

Employment was established in 1 to find work 

they are still so that employment upon release. His "I'><',,"<;.>rr-n 

on the cost 'Success' was ass~es~)eQ in terms 

of the extent to which the employment "PT'",,"P ......... .."". to 
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The TP_/y\n\l, rates of the 

measures. In 

group' assisted 

finding Soothi11 ( 

and a 'control group' 

293) stated that: were 

The 

as 

"Clearly employment on 

no subsequent crllnznalll 

on release, this certainly 

is neither a necessary nor sufficient COflaUlOn 

to occur. In other words, if there is employment 

not mean that there will be no 

flrF,"'''rJJflrJ of men who are employed at the time of reconviction - the 

cOf,nmiitti,1R their nTTP'I1f"P 

men would inevitably 

that this 

answers suggestion; similarly 

one cannot reason'alJl 

in employment release. On the other one 

view of employment release being a necessary 

of rehabilitation comes much nearer to what many regard as the 

role of employment in aftercare". 

is of the it is is one ~'~'HU"" 

the ...... "'.£'" .. ,," rehabilitation. discussed there are other pn)ce:SSt~S that are 

ne~;;eliiSal~Y to assist with rehabiHtation of PY .• nr1cn,np'rC 

'>..", .... "",.... of Models: Employment Services for 

by Wilson, and (1981) strengths and 

II .... "" .... ,. of programmes by 

researchers was that most employment failed to render additional 

support the rehabilitation process more fully. Such include the treatment 

or alcohol and emotional problems as well as support services to 

Most ended when the ex 

nr1"nn'''r was placed the job. 

Corrections Clearing House, founded in 1976, is a unit the State t:.ITlpH>YOllen 

Department Washington USA. Resources are dedicated to ex -

Prisoners are assessed and assisted to secure 

employment. A feature is that it a 

network, by the 

to provide employment and other cnrlnnrr services to 
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The Clearing conducted a study in J which the 

recidivism rates 500 of its to the recidivism rate of all 

""v"","'''', Finn (1999:] observed "The recidivism rates for 

House "'H\.,I1'" after one was 3%, cornn3lfea with 10% releases" . 

Another employment programme worth mentioning is the 

Offenders (RIO), which was estabHshed in Texas The 

Reintegration of 

purpose of 

project is to place ex-prisoners who are on parole employment. Project RIO 

job for approximately ] 6,000 on parole in the 

state The main features ,project RIO can summarised as foHows: 

~ preparation are to prisoners while they are still in prison 

in to prepare them to seek employment soon after ret,f;:u'}'e, 

~ the project works in partnership with state departments, that is the 

Department criminal justice, 

officers. 

Texas 1A/~,~/,"'~ Commission parole 

As a with its partnership with Texas Work project RIO 

recruited 12,000 prospective employers. In J an evaluation of Project found that 

were able to employment compared to 36% of who were 

not RIO c1ients. Another feature this project is that it works the 

School by the Education Agency. Subsequently education 

and and part of the offered to 

In South Africa it would not be possible to find employment thousands ex -

prisoners of the high rate unemployment. However, are 

to learnt this project. One very important lesson is the benefit working in 

with role players stakeholders to achieve of a nr{''''''''T 

Wilson et a] (1981: 7) various employment programmes and examined 

They an important statement in concluding remarks which South 

African and policy should take note order to 
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employment services ex-prisoners, in turn, will impact on their rehabilitation 

The authors came to the conclusion employment for ex-

prisoners can their by offering holistic services and not the 

provision of placement. Such """" may evolve from employment 

to treatment programmes which employment as 

cornerstone" . 

order to effective ex-offenders, 

"-"-"UU",,, (1981: 76) offer some important recommendations: 

» practitioners should. work on the development of and inter-agency 

which can provide a wide of services to the 

» a programme link between employment programme for ex-prisoners, 

and social <,or,,,,,',,, agencies, and training programmes, 

TlU.H"vn· and community 

» each prisoner should have a planned programme. to in his or 

reintegration in community 

» a development of a career and action plan must be explored with the released 

» programmes 

the released 

employment must also include other services to 

or her rehabilitation process. 

researcher is aware that there are in that undertake 

rehabilitation programmes prisoners and for example, has a 

focuses on employment opportunities for prisoners. 

COMPRA is an v."" ... ,,,.,,,, prisoners in employment. of 

organisations, however, conducts to evaluate 

services to 

process of 

There is no 

A more "''"''LUll',",'" but brief 

programmes prisoners and 

by South 

the impact of their services in with the 

of South agencies involved in rehabilitation 

will be n,.r"!1""'~ in the next chapter. 
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4.11 DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK FOR EX-PrusoNER REINTEGRATION 

1lIROUGH EMPWYMENT 

international examples innovative employment "'''1"\''''''''", cited in chapter 

the reader to an important employment ex- prisoners cannot 

exist isolation, nor' can they attain any significant measure of success as a 

intervention the effective reintegration of All successful employment 

programmes ex-prisoners adopt a multi-layered approach. They do not focus 

on to find or provide only job 

services. successful programmes incorporate a of services with employment 

forming part of a holistic Another important these 

programmes. is that they are grounded in the formation of partnerships order 

to the goals securing employment for and providing comprehensive 

support for the reintegration process. 

1'PCP<l1"{''''''1' would like to expound on Nic model 

which puts forward his book, Transforming Institutional Thinking: Through 

Walls (1996). Although focuses on people at found that 

model could 

to the 

be applied to adult in 

matter of 

employment. Having 

programme 

Multi Layered Programmes 

and a 

through 

of international models on 

has been particularly inspired by the Fine model. 

proposes that reintegration programmes should be multi layered. He that "a 

programme the people construct 1996, 

In highly undertake design of 

programmes. The opinion input on programme 

from prisoners and would add richness depth to a 
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programme. In Chapter on of the research, respondents prisoners) 

were asked for input on reintegration 

Transformational t"rc)gr'amlmt~S 

Programmes should be their function .blnpJOirmlem nr(\(tr~rn for 

ex-prisoners should not only focus on securing employment; but should also be 

to commit crime 

seen as a total being 

(Fine, 1996: 16). 

transformationaL which has caused the 

should be dealt with in a manner. The ex-prisoner 

on the problem he or and the not 

IrmnrUln is a act. Within nnrlrnllrh the intention is 

not to or to 'rehabilitate', The intention is to invite the 

to go well 

where they 

on a journey across barriers, which 

beyond "''''fI''''''' and their limitations, until they reach a 

can recreate themselves. It is an opportunity for to alter the way in 

which view themselves, other people and the 

The rp<!p<lr'("h"r is firmly of the belief that for ex-prisoners should 

Practitioners are reactionary in that 

beyond this point. Subsequently 

based on paradigm, as detailed 

employment but 

in the true sense 

notion once ex-prisoners are their 

transformed is disputed by the findings this as discussed in '"'-'" ... IJ.·..,. 

A P ... r .... ·"' ........... "" is Journey Based 

It can that evaluation studies on impact of most employment pf()2farnlm(~s for 

an inherent as programmes themselves to beyond 

should be taken on a 

to find him or 

a development 

placed in 

ex

trauma of. 
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prison prisoner on various levels: 

Thus ex-prisoners taken on a'''''' ..... ''''' 

and placement phase reintegrati on 

Programme is a Process 

.~ ..... ~~., physical 

""',,"',.,, before 

is 

emotional. 

training 

The of ex-prisoners isa process that does not show immediate results. 

assisted in a plan to facilitate reintegration 

into community. so aptly put by (1996: 18), process may suggest a 

network roads to . Therefore it is crucial that ex-prisoner the 

opportunity to take responsibility for making decisions about direction he or 

wants to travel often are for the without 

them to responsibility and choices. 

A Programme is Multi-Purposed 

It is important that to be multi-purposed in to effective. A """'''''''IXI of 

literature on evaluation employment programmes for ex -prisoners that 

most fail in ultimate goal reintegration as only focus is on employment. 

as 

prisoners. 

also have needs upon from prison. needs must addressed 

the employment to the ex-

Programme is Multi-Focussed 

Fine (1996: 19) states that " ... focussing on in relation to the future a far 

life . Taking this into 

as well as 

In 

been 

on how individuals understand 

n .. ()(rr!:lrn,rn~·,;:, for must deal 

other which caused to commit 

to move forward create a differs 

imprisonment 

nn".,. .. '_" will allow 

that of their 

practitioners seldom work at this in-depth It has 

prisoners difficulty with environment life 
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outside 

addition to 

first 

can be attributed to the damage caused by imprisonment itself, 

unresolved which resulted in committing crime in 

A Programme is Multi-Resourced 

Fine (1 that "Programmes work best by bringing together a combination of 

produce results". resources 

researcher 

address a 

found that, in 

issue is more 

one another as a 

development 

than the pi-i-r ..... t" 

or partnerships to 

isolation. example, a organisation will not to tackle the 

in South Africa For employment to 

Africa, need for the formation of partnerships 

A Pr()gr:amme is Holistic 

review has ex-prisoner Df(Hrrarnlmt~S that are their 

in significantly more impact being programmes should 

the participation civil 

Based on her ""p,.,pr.rp of counse11ing _nr'"".."np' .. ", and 

problems encountered by ex-prisoners, the 1'1""1"<:11',, is of the opinion 

available in order to n1'p'"I"I'U a holistic 1J"'~""'j::,v must be 

A Programme is an 

nature of 

a network 

for 

Experiential learning n1'''''I''''''' opportunities "learning, personal 

development" (Fine, 25). Ex-prisoner employment programmes should involve 

participation should not be observers but 

participants, in decision and taking responsibility for their 

An 

habits, 

Yn,"n,"n£'p would internalisation of 

commitment, 1""", ..... ",.rI a 

values, such as good 
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Only once ex-prisoners have participated 

work 

process, will it 

to to impact on quality of their lives. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is that rehabilitation offers solutions to improve criminal justice system. If 

within society is 

resources to manage the 

released 

lead the 

this 

are not offered to prisoners, capacity to 

and they wilJ, in all likelihood, return to However, 

all," ..... ", from status of offender to 

A .... ~'.~ ...... There is a to analyse conditions in 

status of 

which 

Plans need to be to prevent 

at the time sentencing, be place throughout 

the prison term right up to of the and when has 

been returned to the community. 

is no doubt that our criminal system the organisational capacity to 

. manage rehabilitation nrr,,,,,,'oc of ex effectively. 

Cullen and Gilbert (1 20) make a profound statement that underscores the need to 

on the rehabilitation of ex " ... the of our criminal system 

should to improve to damage an offender, for own 

welfare, criminal punishment should reflect not our basest instincts (vengeance) but our 

most values ". 

The studies reflecting on relationship .... ""·"/~."'n unemployment and crime that 

relationship is a complex one as there factopat play that also 

studies however, that unemployment does on the rise in 

crime. 

It is also evident employment is an important in the rehabilitation process 

prisoners but, it is not the only to the reintegration of released 

prisoners. has to a holistic approach to the rehabilitation 
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Employment prOi2[llmrneS for prisoners clearly indicate that a positive 

focus on 

a job. These projects 

on the process. most 

skills to secure employment and/or 

a holistic service order to ensure that when a prisoner is 

eventually he or she is to cope with work environment remain 
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CHAPTERF 

• • 

I 

'A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL SER 

ORGANISATION AND A BUSINESS VENTURE' 
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INTRODUCTION 

This win briefly NICRO and order to put two 

organisations in context. research participants worked at as a result the 

not attempt to 

partnership 

" ... """n estabEshed "'''''T'''''''''''" NICRO This .. h~lr'\tpr 

analyse detail the nature the two organisations but focuses on 

the res,eal'cnlel is the first kind in South 

5.2 THE SOCIAL SERVICE ORGANISATION 

5.2.1 Overview 

LBU.'.L,"," on the of NICRO was 

written in 1990 by the then Executive 

from an 

Mr John 

memo 

national the aid 

Association, was established in 1910. '."In 1935 the 

amalgamated with the Probation (which 

was in 1932) and this the Social Association of South 

(Pegg, 1 

In 1970 organisation its name to (National for 

Crime I.>""''''''',ntu,,,, Rehabili tati on Offenders). reason for the name 

use of the name 'Social ,P'"",,· ... n . .:>.:>~J"'HUj ... 'H did not 

to crime prevention and prisoners. 

NICRO is a 

The 

with 

delivery organisation rendering 

of its work is to prevent 

a National in 

points throughout 

Town and 

Africa. It 

ap~)rmnmlatelj 600 volunteers. 

to both victims 

through social 

provincial 

a of 245 and 
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The organisation's structure consists of a National Council, the highest decision 

making and a National Committee which is made up the nine 

three co-opted 

The Office team '""VlACH"'" of the L'~,~~." •• Director, Deputy 

Director, Director Finance and Administration, Director and 

four National Managers, a Research Co-ordinator and an 

support team. provincial level team consists a Provincial 

teams or ",PT'Vl("P deli very and an administrative staff team. 

NICRO .. ",.."n""rc services in terms of four national 

Diversion Project is 

who committed a 

channeHing 

away from 

those 

into 

programmes that make them accountable for their actions, for 

to repair the damage and them significant development 

OP1JOrtunlltH~s to turn around. One 

is to ",rp'''''''''' further re-,otten<1m:g. 

The Community Victim Support Programme 

to all witnesses and 

at 

and enables 

which include the provision 

of crime, 

the 

to 

legal advice 

objectives diversion 

comprehensi ve support 

and abuse as 

reduces 

counselling 

as those 

fear of 

group 

work, are rendered to clients at the Courts, from police stations and community

based NICRO service 

The Econ.[)mic Opportunities Project to NICRO 

clients margina1ised, vulnerable through Prot..-PM ... Pfi or 

business training whilst encouraging and supporting micro enterprise 

in the informal sector. 
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main aim of programme is to assist those clients who want to !,\p,'fHrlP 

small owners order that can 

Offender Reintegration Programme was designed implemented to 

and support offenders/prisoners, and their families. 

lYtT,pnrIPr", to take responsibility Programme strengthens 

their actions, make 

capacity 

and 

Services to 

after ""''''''''''''''. prepare to 

them to and 

which start before and 

challenges when they return to society, 

NICRO's programmes are on a developmental approach. This means that 

opportunities are for to develop necessary to the 

quality lives. The system of 'hand-outs' is not encouraged but clients are 

assisted to the 

FREEPLA Y: THE BUSINESS 

History 

Information on the 

to the 

A British inventor, 

technology personal 

Freeplay was extracted a document, which was 

which no date or author's name. 

Bayles, developed Freeplay O"pr.pr~.t"'r with core 

What is 

is that it the wind-up concept whilst incorporating a power management 

allows time once the 

1<."''''lJl''' batteries been 

power from the wind up mechanism, 

charged, 

solar 

by ('"",.;,1",('1 

or from the 

nllrnn'" of 

mains 
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1994 corporate finance ,,/.,,_"''',,"u COL. Chri s and Rory 

Steers, a South African entrepreneur, an exclusive deal to develop and 

the technology. British Administration 

£143,000 available to commercialise the wind-up radio. In 1994 

Power Company (Pty), named was in South 

Africa. 

January 1 NICRO and Disabled People South Africa invested in 

shares. September 1 the Freeplay name was 

launched as a brand name. FreepJay ..... "'I-'ruv Holdings was registered to develop 

international In] 995 the radio was 

ODc~ne~CI in Cape 

February 1996 saw the exports of wind-up radio to the United 

Africa and the United rl.u.><u,:n ] 996 the group was re-structured 

Chief thus bringing aU into one 

international company, 

Electric Trust 

Holdings. General 

$10,000,000 and 

.... ,. .... 'ruv Holdings. Two of the Electric Trust .. ",,,,rn .. ,, joined the 

board of Holdings. 

In September 1997 a new model of the radio was launched. January 

the new powered was launched. the same the new radio 

and lantern won the awards for and at the Electronics 

Show in Vegas. In a new factory was to manufacture the 

torch and other illumination DfCKlucts. 

In May an was with who received a grant 

the Life Foundation to invest the Freeplay with aim of 

employment for released prisoners. 1999 the Foundation was 

launched. It is a non-profit organisation, which governments, 

local to 

alternative solutions. 
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In the International distributed thousands of to Kossovan 

refugees. same year Energy opened new 

offices in '-"-''''''Vll, which housed Chief Executive Heads of 

5.3.2 Factory Size 

factory is situated in Montague in Cape Town. It four units, 

of comprises 1,000 Unit 14 1 employees; Unit 13 160, 

Unit 10 and Unit 12 has staff members. 

the head staff 

Constantia. The Head 

which 

structure of two Chief "" .. ",",,",UltJ 

staff, based 

Directors, 

and IT a Chief Officer Directors for 

six administrative staff support 

Disabled people in Unit 14 and 

Unit 10 14 and up 

complement. Freeplay Energy Holding has oPleratJonal 

Workers owns 25% of 

factory is owned by Disabled People South and the 

lantern i-,.,,,..t,,, .. , is owned by 

staff. NICRO 

total 

of the 

50% of the 

Business Plan (1 describes the nmSSI<.)fl of Baygen, as the 

organisation was then This mission clearly indicates that objective is to 

make profit, at the same to uphold responsibility objectives: 

"Baygen will reconcile the imperatives of both philanthropy, by 

excellent returns to its shareholders and stakeholders, whilst 

complete to upliftment of the 

community in which it operates". 
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Logistics 

A NICRO worker assesses NICRO ,-,u ... ,. .. " when come to the office 

Since is in Cape cHents 

mainly been rpi',o.rr,'rl by Western provincial office. 

Clients the potential to learn a new skil1 are to the factory and 

details are sent to Ke:source Manager. Training is to 

clients, of whom are employed. employed at 

factory are not treated in any special way and are regarded as 

force. have at the be discussed detaH 

chapter on findings analysis the rpc'p<l'r",h 

THE NATURE OF PARTNERSHIP 

With the changing socio-economic and poJitical environment in South Africa since 

emergence a new in 1 have 

with their own 

and sustainability are a major concern and subject of an ongoing U'"'IJUL ...... 

which remains unresolved. South non-governmental organisations have 

had to down their activities in order to survive. Some operations been forced 

to doors. has both politicians and of civil 

concept of developing to deal with Africa's social 

problems. According to Heap (2000: 2) " need to with the private sector in 

new of relatiDnship between and has been 

have several in Africa formation 

partnerships. An example of this is emergence Business an alliance 

businesses that has committed to assisting the government in with and 

problems Criminal System. 
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NICRO to explore different 

sustainability, which 

71 

to generate income and 

partnership with 

towards 

The main 

n"'''tn'~f'''''i'\1n was to <r"""~f"<>h> income for the organisation to sustain its 

to create of crime 

the and family of prisoners. In in ] 998, it was .. <::..'''"''-' .... 

factory would employ NICRO clients, more released 

The following is an extract from the by Nelson Mandela at 

factory 

that is is a perfect model of a fltLEl.""''-' It 

retler,rs the ideals of a new South Africa in many ways. 

it opened the way to together UU;Urt,e:.).) 

l!t:rl~U!f,It: and creative SOlUlums. which help chip away at the mountain of 

we face. With ten prisoners being prison 

each month, successful reintegration is a burning necessity. If employers and 

the rest of society reject into society is that much 

Many return to crime and become dependent on others. Stable 

ptnnln11tnpnt can break that The concern we about crime , .. 

creative <:tr.<1tpa,p 

<:tr.ntp'au'<: can only be 

many kinds to rebuild the nation's soul. Such 

all South to create the 

kind o/society we our children ... a society were 

where they do not lack human needs like 

where they treat fellow human beings with respect and 

can become a welcome microcosm of such a society", 

1998: 2) 

safe ... 

and 

This factory 

Mande]a, 

of the 

points raised in 

partnerships 

people to the need 

business, 

Neither single Or!~anlsatlOJ nor government can with the problems 

on own. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The partnership between NICRO and is and the one of its 

South Africa. order to deaJ effectively with this country, there is a 

to form partnerships, which will provide foundation which 

stakeholders can together to find creative 

Another to this philosophy of partnership is that non-governmental 

need to find ways for sustainability in to be of 

significant and to their 

partnership between and is a win-win situation as it benefits both 

organisations as as released prisoners. It must be that the partnership 

between NICRO· focus of but has 

placed in context for the nn~T\''''t> of the 

respondents the research were employed at factory. secondary of 

the rt>","'~rl'n was the need to views Freeplay Managers on ex-

prisoners as employees. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

RESEARCH THODOLOGY 

"Why study human behaviour? According to Karl Marx, to change the 

world. More precisely, to change the world into a better world. Still more 

precisely, to develop theories useful to human beings struggling to create 

a better world - a world in which human beings realise their innate need 

and capacity to live in co-operative harmony with each other and with 

nature and to function as free, creative, self actualising, communal social 

individuals". 

Merton et al (1979: 1 
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6.1 MOTIVATION FOR AND AIMS OF THE RESEARCH 

The ¥'>"'/"l.nr,rn"", 

those who offended are that touch 

meting out 

of the vast 

to 

South 

members 

have 

today. Politicians, representatives of the sector and media, 

the public and organisations; conservatives and .. "'t"A .... nicte alike 

BU""'''.-'''' their opinions expressed their on these issues. there 

is no solution in 

Undoubtedly ex- prisoners are a marginalised group in and even more so u,,;;,-,au,),.;; 

of the of crime on the of a]] South Africans. have been 

back penalty by An .. ,Ae. 

is being placed on 

rather than on 

to bring 

Much 

of 

leaders in both government and civil el""\l'1"""" 

and retributive measures - the 

of prisoners. 

Typically, attention is on those going into rather than on out of 

as Martin et al write (1971: J) "The sentence begins on the day of 

the habitual extenuates and thus ardent penal 

And then we also have upheld by 

that in order to solve the crime problem in South 

stems 

field of criminal 

from the H .. " .... Ul ... U'~l 

and offender 

politicians and t'A.nrrlH 

more job need to 

own passion 

both 

members 

created. 

given the current South African and the pm,"''''y"," 

experience in 

have been 

Freeplay 

Factory, South s unique and innovative project. 

that 

esearCher and has 

unemployment 

to 

holds a 

the reader to 

interest for the 

relationship between 
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Over the the researcher consistentJy that the of ex- "1"1.0"',...,,,, .. " asked 

assistance in employment counseJJing O,,",O"JVU, to the extent that 

ten 

and in so improving 

creating OPl)OrtunIItH!S 

quality 

people to potentia] 

ten years was based on a very different service mode1. 

main of assisting IJ'-V'IJ'''' of 'hand-outs' or state With 

the election we L"'-O"'-'U the development a new welfare 

resulting a people-centred development 

the importance of a system that does not create 

dependency fosters and develops the individual's n",'tpn,ti to become 

need to rp~,p<'l, .. ('h the Freeplay 

creative 

employment project ex -prisoners arose as 

a resuh of impactfu] 

of This nn"p,', and its partnership with were in the 

As stated in Draft Paper for Welfare (] 8), "While economic 

policies and a well functioning labour are essential growth employment 

by themselves, they are not sufficient. reap the South must 

in people; is develop the human capital which is ..... n,'PT"'HJI 

productivity and moving out . Similarly, we need also to ways of 

developing human growth potential of ex- prisoners in to prevent 

fact that unemployment is one of the many challenges It is a 

today, and 

to find 

the chances ex- prisoners finding work is minimal. the need 

ways to ensure ex are given opportunities for employment 

to investigate 

"'1",.on1"l,"''''' will be 

purpose 

Factory 

experience the employment process in reintegration ex-

this study experiences 

explored as an important 

ex- prisoners employed by the 

in the emte2:ratlon process. 
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research will to find answers regarding to the role employment 

point of view ex-

It was to focus on in own most ex-

prisoners wanted a job because believed secure employment would anow them to 

meet basic 

A psychologist, Abraham developed theory of needs in 

1960's, which can described as a " ... hierarchic theory (which) can be seen as a 

with the nrt'lInlPt'1 by U<Cl)'UH.- who are not on 

staying " (http://ww.connect.netigeorgen.maslow.htm: 1). According the 

just 

s 

Hierarchy of it is essential to meet the individual's more before 

can progress to the of self-actualisation. Similarly, the researcher beHeves that 

order to effectively with ex-prisoners terms of recidivism, it is crucial 

to address 

employment. 

basic 

This aims to: 

particularly which can met through 

;.. explore the views with to the prison experience and 

;.. 

;.. 

;.. 

the process 

the employment reintegration released 

experiences ex-prisoners at Freeplay 

Factory 

determine rehabilitation of ex by taking 

,,"",,"F. ... ,y as employees. (The reader CO", ......... 

note that is a seCOfliaar This will explained 

expounded on in this chapter. The need to 

interviews, were f'nrlf111If't,,·f1 with the 

emerged 

participants). 
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6.2 

Phenomenology and Ethnomethodology was for this 

to De Vos 80), "These approaches to understand and tor"r,,>t the 

meaning that subjects give to their lives... (which) is mainly done by means 

naturalistic of study analysing conversation and that 

researchers have with subjects. Researchers this strategy of interpretive enquiry 

will mainly utilize participant observation and interviewing as a method of 

collection" . 

The "''''''",",''''v' interviewed ex-prisoners employed at the Freeplay Energy ... ""Tr ... ·,, to 

understand """.'''''''1''''' of employment, while in and upon • ""·v,""",,. and the 

this played 

responsible for 

their reintegration process. Those managers who were directly. 

factory at which the ex worked were also interviewed. 

involved in the social 

to select 

method is that it allows for the 

those first-hand knowledge 

quantitative method was not 

1986: 

as it 

over a u""vau", influenced 

The of this 

of information from participants "'v,,,,,'''', 

of subject matter at hand. 

more heavily on "the insight of an outside 

Another advantage of the design is that it allows interaction 

which, in turn, research participants and promotes the building of 

trust. contrast, r"';Qp~,r('npr;Q using quantitative method on the 

outside the study population in influenced by the subjects under 

study. It should be noted that while the itself is more qualitative, to a 

extent the of the was quantified in add more to the 

information gathered. 

main disadvantage of qualitative for this study is that findings are not 

'generalisable' as the sample is not of the population released 

However, research win provide important into role of 
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employment 

study 

reintegration of released 

future research, which could 

prrnru·". it can used as a 

a scientific approach by 

and 

reintegration process of 

groups to analyse the impact 

,,,,,,, ... ,, ... 'u prisoners. 

6.3 THE STUDY POPULATION AND SAMPLE 

study IJ'V~''''U''U was employees Freeplay factory. 

both 

on the 

Non-probability sampling was chosen, using the purposive sampling technique. 

Purposive sampling, according to Vos (1998: ] 98) who (Singleton et aI, 

1988: ] 53), is that type which "is based entirely on judgement 

researcher, in that a sample is composed of elements which contain the most 

characteristic, representative, or of the population ". Neuman 

(2000: 1 further that uses the judgement of an expert selecting cases or 

it selects cases with a purpose in . Thus sampling means that 

handpicks research participants in order to service purpose research 

study. 

It was to interview aU NICRO clients who were ex-prisoners employed at 

factory. Inclusion criteria respondents the study were as follows: 

);> the respondents must be discharged 

);> respondents must have employed at the factory for at 

);> the respondents could time r.t"!'""nrl",r", or recidivist. 

A total of were interviewed. at the T"',..'rr ... ·'u who 

directly with the ex-prisoners were also in the study population. inc1uded 

the Executive tlie of the Unit the 

Resource Manager and 
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6.4 METHOD OF DATA GATHERING 

to "'1''''''''''''' with a structured schedule were used to gather 

data. The interview schedule was '"''''>''I-'A>,",''' by identifying relevant indicators the 

t", .. ·,t","", review and experience counselling and ex-

prisoners. The interview was nr~·_r",·<!r"'·11 with two ex-prisoners not involved 

the factory. main reason for the whether ex-

any difficulty in understanding the 

Patton (1990: 205) states ... the fundamental principle of qualitative interviewing is 

to provide 

own terms". 

within which respondents can their own understanding in 

the interview aHowed the research participants the to 

their views on fy",,...p,nr and within 

researcher that being a t .. "n,,,·11 social u/n, .. v»1' was advantageous as she had had the 

opportunity of and over an 1 period 

A schedule with questions was used as 

collection Grinnell (1986: states that, advantages interviewing as a 

data collection method are primarily related to naturalness and spontaneity, flexibility 

and Combined rate, they a good 

argument for the use method when .... V1HV.M questionnaires" . 

interview and knowledge over the allowed for 

the development of a wi th the rpcp",·,., participants, which greatly em:oura 

. research participants to thoughts and experiences. 

use open questions on the and elicited 

discussions about their 

laCIEH()-r:ace interviews with 

This, in turn, allowed for in-depth answers. 

participants allowed for a response rate and also 

ensured questions were 
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(1986: 

res~pondlent errors and 

Bailey's (1978) reflections on four major sources of 

reported Bailey noted that respondents: 

1) deliberately lie because they do not know the answer 

mistakes realising it (often because are not able to admit 

socially undesirable feelings, attitudes or even to '''""'Tn,,.-

3) give answers accident, because misunderstood or 

misinterpret question 

4) are unable to rellflellflOe despite best efforts. 

error come The r"''''''<l.rf' participants to 

own experiences and it is possible that respondents could 'made 

on their 

u", ... """" without 

it' . 

structure of 

untruthful. The reSDOltlmm 

interview gave very to 

they were sodomised 

themselves to talk 

her experience 

interview ""''''''''-'Ul''' that dealt 

could, however, have kept the fact 

in prison out process uvl.,(lU')V 

about the trauma. The rp<.:.~"'rr'n indeed, 

counselling 

bring 

of 

Some 

,.." ... ,c,"" information oe4::atlSe ex-prisoners not 

to talk about 

rp~,,,,<>,.('n participants could not rernernbl~r the dates 

offence or dates of their 

\..1"""'11'':> that were "'1I'A"UH'''' and that could negatively study are 

below: 

the interview process, some l"'~''''QJl'''" participants the to 

\.1,,,,vu-:,,, personal they were This was handled in a very 

manner and 

problems to follow-up 

were 

outside 

those with 

process to 
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them. were with and the 

process was able to continue. 

)- participants difficulty in t::XlJr~~;SHl themselves. In instances 

the used her as a trained """'''VI to carefully and 

encourage more in-depth 

)- It was also that some participants have lied about their criminal 

record their reasons having crimes, 

other reasons. The researcher had no control over and had to 

responses to questions. 

took cognisance interviewer rnrhr"n" as researcher 

311). He that "there are four common interviewer distortions 

various of errors: 

1) Asking errors - may change 

particular 

wording of questionnaire or 

or for 

their 

Grinnell 

on 

to ask 

Probing errors - interviewers may negatively affect respondents' answers by 

follow-up or probes, which are unnecessarily challenging, 

hostile, or irrelevant. 

Recording errors unless interviewers use tape or have 

they must respondent answers by either cumbersome 

time consuming process of writing exactly what their respondents or by 

summarizing the responses. Such a has a potential for error. 

4) Cheating - are subject to the same terr,IJ)l£Ulc'n as any employed 

mortal. An interviewer may deliberately fill in gaps in or even record a 

response for an item which was never asked". 

In order to with some above the foUowing strategies were put in place: 

1) Open closed-ended were provided in 

nature of the collected from one interview to another. 
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The error of probing was minimised as as possible. stated previously, the 

researcher her skills as a trained and experienced counseHor of many 

to 

3) been with the data as researcher 

elected not to use a with 

ex -prisoners, are highly suspicious and would not have the 

had a all had to 

manually recorded, which could have in some errors. 

4) With to cheating, was not an option. All were and 

those that some participants did not want to answer in detail were not amended in 

interview 

education and 

was into seven 

employment UU\.,"'","lVU 

themes: biographical 

history, 

employment and reintegration, the experience generaL Refer to 

during I-IvHUIA A). ,-,uvH-""H\.',",U relating to each were 

theme discussion. 

THE RESEARCH PROCESS 

As noted Chapter Five, one of the conditions of the NICRO I Freeplay Factory 

agreement was that 

A letter explaining the 

pnr,pUl with 

_nr ... ,,.-,,nplrc would be employed in to assist them in the 

h", .. ,"~nlr'" decided to nr", .. .,.",,,, NICRO clients at the 

the research was sent to JJH""'-"'Ul of t'fOlow::tJCin and an 

interview the discussion "",r",.""n on the the 

importance undertaking such research. further meeting was then held with 

the and the 

Director .... ".""1">" .. "" ... 

the Human 

Resource Manager. 

of 

Manager. The 

meetings with the 

an agreement was reached 

logistical 

then the Human Resource 

clients in her to 

the of the research and their possible involvement. 
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Two group meetings were held with 

following: 

};;> reason research 

};;> interview process 

};;> the involvement of 

83 

potential participants. The 

};;> the option of abstaining from the yo""""",,,-,, process. 

At the the introduced herself told 

covered the 

about 

involvement NICRO and she was undertaking the They were also told 

that if they did not want to be part of the process, they could to be 

their if they of 

process they had a right to make a with they would 

comfortable. potential participants were given an opportunity to questions. 

It was made clear their names would not in the report and that a 

copy of the report would made available to them upon completion the process. At 

of the dates were set for 

After interviews aH the NICRO at the .. ,>",.n .. " it became 

there was a need to interview people at management especially those 

that worked directly with the at the two units in the factory. Most 

of about problems with their Further 

meetings were held 

factory to 

seven 

the Director Production the Human Resource "HUH.'F.'"" at 

permission to management staff. was and 

at level were also 

6.6 V ALIDITY AND RELIABILITY FINDINGS 

Internal 

va1idity by 

to (2000) n ... ·~ .. I,t reJiability validity are almost impossible. 

truthful and thus the researcher made effort to ensure 

2000: an honest and "balanced account of life" 
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the viewpoint the research (the ex who n ... T' ... nc· ... " and lives 

the 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994: underlying concerning 

" the study is reasonably over time across 

research methods". When 

well". 

conditions are met, things been "done reasonably 

to ensure some reliability and validity by: 

sure that n;~i~aJ['l,;n questions were clear line with 

research __ v.,.., .. 

);> analysing the findings in such a as to ensure that one draw 

meaningful from the. v"".., ...... ,u 

);> describing information the use of quotes by 

respondents supporting using the quantitative method This 

was done to more in -depth to the the research 

);> defining experience 

);> same interview participants 

);> pre-testing interview or tool 

);> gathering data systematically 

);> identifying pointing out any areas of in the research 

analysis of data. 

6.7 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Neuman (2000: 90) states "ethics begin end with researcher. A rp(".<Jnr,rI'lP 

personal code is the defence against behaviour". 

found this statement to be true throughout the research It is 

researcher 

own moral 

that keeps one cheating or the research around to suit 

own order to ensure that participants were given a opportunity to 

of the and the opportunity to decline from involvement in the group 

's 
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to discuss the researcher meetings were 

was also a Masters 11.,.,,, .. ,,·.,. this process. 

The goals research were clearJy rh>j-,n<>r1 and discussed with ""'c"""," participants. 

Participants were 

assured 

respected. 

the option 

not wish to 

was conscious 

the stigma which society places on 

to be involved 

in the research their 

meant that names would not ",n",.,.", .. 

were thus """'UH.,U 

interview ..,'V"''''' ..... ~A''''. 

They were 

would be 

because 

which 

interview 

schedules were not marked. The 

given to 

6.8 

n .. I' .. , ... ·n the participants 

who conducted 

to please Dec:am;e 

years 

rapport wi th all 

OF DATA 

with 

was very aware of that the 

researcher was a hierarchical one. Being a 

could participants who may 

was dealt with by 

was 

rp~'p"""l'n participants. 

wen locating the me~an:m peo,ple place on 

pelrceptlon:s, assumptions, structures of their lives: 

(Van Mann 1977), and for 

, are fundamentally 

processes, and 

judgements, 

these meanings to world around 

& Huberman, ] 994: ] 0). 

the as set out by Miles and analyses for this 

(1994 : 11), they define as "consisting of activity: 

data display and roE"""'", 

state that data reduction 

appear in the ... 

"" .. "."';"''''''0 about 

rpcP"'Y"l'hf>Y' also 

and themes. 

and 

to the process "selecting and transforming the 

data reduction ,made 

which would direct quotes from res.ponaf~n 

making arranged 
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Microsoft Excel programme was to input data in to identify patterns that 

Careful procedures were followed when data was in order to ensure that 

errors not into the data was being placed in the Microsoft Excel 

to assign numbers to information . 

were • "' .. ""'''~., as After was undertaken, 

""''''"'''''''''' were made to ensure the coding. to ensure internal 

researcher sought ofa to 

data. 

next activity in analysing as proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994: 11) is ' 

I(Uf,ft.lt:U. compressed assembly that permits ... is an 

drawing researcher in the form of which 

direct quotes from participants. to 

pnMI-::lnr'P the data display. method of in turn, to 

enhance the qualitative method data analyses. Tables were used to back 

qualitative data. Graphs and tables also a]]owed for the maximum use of most 

next activity in the nrr\,...""", of data analysis as Miles and Huberman (1994: 

11), is conclusion drawing verification. " ... analyst is to 

on what things mean is noting regularities, patterns, explanations, i/fJ~'JH),":; 

configurations, causal flows and propositions". 

researcher used inductive reasoning in order to draw conclusions from 

were were their validity. This is 

Olslcusseo earlier on 

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 

might question the findings are vaJid, an example being whether ex-

could be ",v,'";'"r",,, to indicate whether have committed further crimes since 

prison. is the method, as some participants 
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more than during interviews. 

cannot 

not a 

could be 

as the of the 

findings 

community. It is 

insights and ..... , ... 'Vu .. .,.,'" sample. However, this re~,ealrcn wil] provide some 

as a pilot for future research. 

6.10 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A total were TPnIlP'.l!P" in order to explore their views and 

of employment. revealed that 

complained about their "''''-'''"1">'''' a decision was to interview 

the who are the secondary research their 

views of employment and reintegration. issues of reliabiHty validity of findings 

were and every effort was made to minimise errors may appear at all the 

TP<cp'.>'Cf'n The next will present, analyse and the findings. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
I 

This chapter nrp"pn." the findings research. the qualitative .u'"".u'-' ..... was 

the quantitative of counting was also used to The 

reader "UVUJU note that the ",vueU"J method supports the qualitative and does 

not to scientific by nature. 

findings are n""'''''''f1lt",rI text forni, 

meaning to data. It should noted that 

figures in 

were 

to depth 

.The 

presentation of the findings may seem confusing as the number reflected number 

is, on V'"'''''",,''VI greater than This occurred were respondents nrc",,, ... ,, 

than one response to a question. 

secondary sarnVle comprised seven managers from 

were directly the factory the research were '" rnl?' """" 

The presentation the findings commence an overview background 

information ,.,.A''';''''' .. ", including biographical 

criminal history, level education and employment history. next presentation the 

findings on imprisonment and the experiences of 

nr<>"lnn and employment during experience preparation 

and of the effects imprisonment. 

The on to 

release from 

findings ,.",Cr<:l1'.;11 the process ex-

prisoners Respondents were asked about views about 

reducing recidivism. The findings on role of employment in the process 

are presented. 

The reader find the section on "''' ... ' ....... H participants at the 

Energy 

nUiP"'''T" there is a 

how 

employees. 

cope as 

further T"P"''''<>1't'h 

it provides one with food 

especially in South Africa, to 

and how view or treat ex- as 
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The seCi::ma the study was on the 

research participants 

who were directly involved in the 

dearly indicate a need 

to educate employers with to issues 

prisoners. 

treated 

question we need to is: Should employees 

of ex

are ex prisoners be 

from employees? will discussed In "-'HaUL,",1 Eight, 

contains condusion and recommendations. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RESPONDENTS 

This attempts to give the a the the 

participants. It gives an overview of background of the research participants by 

on information of marital and place 

history, education and employment history. 

7.2.1 Analysis 

No % 

13 

6 

39-54 3 13.64% 

22 100% 

}ii> The above indicates 59.09% of the respondents faU within the 'high 

employment possibility' catje£!on 

59.09% of respondents are 25 and 29 

27.27% of respondents are between and38 

old 

old 

Although not the focus this study, it would interesting to undertake 

regard to and criminality. ",""'r>h,'r is aware that do which 
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For purpose of this 

presented to provide background infonnation on 

7.2.2 Marital Status 

Figure 1 

Union 
14% 

Divorced 
9% 

14% 

Maritial Status 

age 

respondents. 

above, that majority of the respondents, 54%, are single 

9% of respondents are and are 

);> 14% are involved in a common law union another 14% are married, 

u'"', .... J'F-. that 28% are involved in a fonnal type of relationship. 

A high proportion of respondents are single. Again purpose of this infonnation is to 

"''''''.HU'''' the with background infonnation about the question 

are or been divorced, 

relationships broke down as a result their imprisonment. Only twenty 

"""'1-'<4.,"'" are a more or relationship. The 

percent of 

that a 
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of research participants are divorced or separated, mean that 

their criminal involvement or imprisonment resulted in 

Place of Residence 

Table 2 

Place of Residence No 

children 

3 

6 

children 1 

5 

22 

3] .82% of respondents independently. 

40.92% do not live independently, that is they 

and their 

respondents live with their parents 

phenomenon. 

% 

27.27% 

4.55% 

100% 

with in-laws, family 

Twenty seven percent respondents with their parents. This could attributed 

to the most respondents are single therefore 

It is evident a proportion of the 

or their chi1dren. From 

own accommodation and are dependant on 

with their 

lived 

.... ", ..... ,,"" that they do not 

support networks for their have 

Hving a stable home or accommodation plays a role 

in employment stability and consequently in 

6) Fairhead (1 who, in their 

prisoners, were They also found 

homes to to showed a success rate terms of 

release not to a of crime. 

men who had 

to their 

rates of re-

convictions were aellce:(1 among released who had no 
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aC(~Onl1noal:I.tlCm or were living in It was also found that who really 

made progress were those who had a marital or biological to return to. 

counselling it was found that most 

on their u .... n.' ...... ".'" or upon .......... ".,"'. If 

released prisoners were married and marriage did not break down because of 

imprisonment, dependence on the for support was evident. The resear'cnc~r 

also found that those ex-prisoners who had no fixed abode often became restless and 

would return to This the of 

the review and findings of this study. 

Criminal History 

Crime Category 

Figure 2 

of 

70%~--~'~~'ffl---------------------------------------~ 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

..... f\.npnr" Crime Violent Crime Sexual Crime 
Crime 

high oeI'ce[lta~te of the respondents (64.15%) had committed property 

whether this to and to 

unemployment. The is again alerted to the fact that this information 

was "V"'F,'" to compile Oa(~K~rO\ma information on the respondents and 
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not focus 

undertaken in order to 

property crime. 

mainly property related 

lU1Pvpr further 

unemployment 

infer that respondents 

out of The next table why 

committed The main reason given was financial 

3 

Reason Given as to Why No % 
Crime was Committed 

family life/conflict 5 11.1% 
iJ 

9 

26 

3 

2 

45* 100% 

~=~=. This IUI."".II,,,,· is ",."'flU!,. than the nUjrno.~r of respondents as several 

gave more than one reason for having committed crime 

Table 3 shows that 

for the respondent 

responses, (20.1%) 

involvement in 

the responses 

committed crime. 

H<I. •• "'"" need as a reason 

proportion of 

that peer pressure was another reason for 

role in some 

be 

offender's 

with gang 

who live in criminogenic areas is 

drug peddling and 

The literature review in Chapter Four explored relationship between 

unemployment and nn'''PTlru Although the 

unemployment and categorica]]y state 

t"" .. ·,f111""" indicates that one cannot 

lead to crime, as other 
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to it ne'vertnf~le5;S been there 

is a distinct link .... O'~'.Ho.£>n unemployment 

A follow-up study conducted by NACRO discussed in cn:aDt(~r 

found a statistical link between unemployment and crime. Irvin Waner 

(1974:62) 

more than 

given by the 

financial gain 

asked 3,000 men 

Released from 

with 

they had committed 

mentions a 

nrrPTl{'p the 

conducted 

When 

reason 

concerned their circumstances: 14% mentioned 

said they had out of work. 

NACRO's Survey in I (Report: 5) 

women in ten why they got This 

survey recorded that 60% had stated reason, 57% 

said they 

unemployed, 

had 

This study 

having turned to 

it was because they wi th the wrong 40% were 

stated that it was of drink and and 36% stated 

family problems. 

was primary reason 

Unstable famHy 

given for criminal involvement. 

peer pressure were 

would like to draw 

reasons 

reader's 

attention to 

reason 

role. 

although most respondents gave need as a 

it is that other T"''''' ..... " also played a 
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7.2.4.3 Punishment Received 

table 

.. """""r"""",r"" and the 

Table 4 

of 

of 

received for 

No. Of 

6 

7 

5 

2 

3 

>- respondents a total of 

committed by 

the crimes. 

% 

11.54% 

13.46% 

9.62% 

3.85% 

5.77% 

100% 

>- crimes by to a term 

imprisonment. 

>- 1 of cases resulted in suspended sentences 

11 of cases resulted in corporal punishment being meted out as a 

of punishment. 

The can be drawn most respondents were involved in more than 

one and thus have a criminal analysis of res,pons(;s 

showed that most respondents were sentenced to a term of imprisonment for 

committed. 

""u",,,,,,,,,, of the 

also P"'1Ip:nt that most of respondents were 

continues to 

out It is 
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Nature Vocational 

The table received by 

respondents. 

type of 

respondents acquired a 

skills 

thirty-two 

Table 6 

Nature of Vocational Education (Prior to No 
1m risonment) 

6 18.75% 

2 6.25% 

3 

1 

3 9.38% 

15 46.88% 

3.1 

3.13% 

TOTAL 32 100% 

> Within a total of two skills, 1 electrical and 

fields 

> 46.88% vocational skills were in the <Irl,c",n 

A skills were in the that is 

carpentry, 

consideration 

beating, and building and motor mechanics. When taking into 

level of "rlll,...., .. vocational training, it is evident 

that respondents have a fair education with the vast majority 

recei ved vocational training of some The next n,,,,,C'~,.,.,.~ that needs to 

be is whether the reSDOIlOents had opportunities to use their skil1s or 

whether they they had no means to develop implement skills. 

this needs to explored further future research endeavours. It is 

that VB'..,,, ... ,,. reintegration services should on developing the skills of 
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vJvU",",y prisoners and opportunities them to use skins in order 

to become sufficient. 

7 .2.6 Employment 

7.2.6.1 Type Employment 

7 

% 

"hr",r'''r and Gardener 

6 ]3.33% 

4 8.89% 

2.22% 

petro] 
2 

45 

);;. Of the 45 "'''I-'V""''',, nearly a (24.44%) were of espiOnCJenilS 

assemblers and "",n,.,.r<> or shop "'''''<''''L'' This 

is not surprising as the respondents were employed as assemblers 

at the 

);;. The data indicates that the respondents 

of jobs and no one 

mentioned in the point above. 

been employed in a fairly 

was that 
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fact that emerges is that, between them, 

jobs. would seem to 

respondents 

that ex-

prisoners one job to Table 9 corroborates these 

that apt)ro](.1m 50%of respondents TTl""""" from 

their employment within a period of one One could do 

not build careers in a field. Most respondents did not appear to 

a clear career path plan. reintegration "pr'",,,,>,, need to on 

ex-prisoners how to develop build their careers. 

7.2.6.2 Employment 

Table 8 

%Of 
ondents on dents 
3 13.64% 
3 1 
5 
6 27.27% 

4 1 4.55% 
5 2 9.09% 
6 0 
7 ] 

8 J 

22 

}:> Three .. 13c,""n,n,.,,,.nrc (13,64%) had not been employed prior to 

cnnnrl"'nt" (36.36%) had been employed on one or two 

V~',U"j'Vl1", prior to their employ at 

}:> Eleven respondents had been emlnlo'vect on occasions or 

more, prior to 

respondents 

employ at 

(one of whom had had only one 

three or more jobs). 

ajob for or more 

whilst the remaining had had 
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most of proportion of respondents seems to 

move from one job to another. pattern emerges when about the 

of employment the next table. 

7.2.6.3 Employment Period Number of Jobs 

The following table number of jobs held by respondents during a 

specific that is less than two months and three or more. 

Table 9 Number of Jobs held this 
period by Respondents 

Period of Number of I Job 2 Jobs 3 Jobs 
EmploYllit:m. Responses 

Less than 2 months 2 2 - I -

2 t04 month 4 4 

4 to 6 months 7 6 1 

6 to ] 2 months ] 1 8 3 

1 to 2 11 9 1 I 1 

2 to 3 7 3 3 1 

3 and more 6 6 - -

period of employment, ..,iJ"''-',,, the movement respondents from job to 

job, as noted responses that the 

responses 

employment 

moved from a job within one of being 

indicated that respondents who remained in 

or more were in the 

note that those respondents showing stability terms of the of the 

to 

employment period had one job during period. The next point explores 

the reason why ex prisoners move one job to a .. ,.Iu"..." 
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7.2.6.4 Reasons for Leaving Employment 

Table 10 

No % 

Unknown 

Total Number of Responses 100% 

);;> them the respondents 66 reasons having their 

employ, which JI".lllv,""",,,, that many them had more than one reason 

significant proportion of 

employment 

or due 

indicated that the 

I"\Tt·",.."~",,,, either as a 

action 

of 

employee 

left 

);;> Respondents' unhappiness work environment represents 40.91 % of 

total responses: low salary (16.67%); dispute with management (12.12%) 

conditions 2%). 

table highlights reason leaving their employment as 

at work (low salary, with and \lln,rlC,'" 

conditions). 

job. Most 

one needs to look at more than placement 

such as conflict resolution, 

and work to employment. is also a to 

a concrete career path. In '-'" ... ..,''''' Four mention is made 

a 

undertaken McLaughlin (1 who found that there was a need to teach ex-
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to vllal"1,", 

work skills. Ex-prisoners as employees need more than a job 

to cope in the work place. When discussing some international 

for ex-prisoners in Chapter Four, the reader was 

ex-prisoners need to feel that their employment 

It is not sufficient to simply provide 

they should be involved in activities that they feel are 

their self-esteem. is unn""·"",,, .. ,,,,n 

assigned to respondents in 

worthless. Later in this chapter the experiences 

Hn-pro'" factory will be discussed. It is ., .. ,,,..,.;,u 

by respondents for leaving their previous 

when respondents complain about the problems 

therefore necessary to teach ex-prisoners generic work 

them in coping with a structured work environment. 

in to 

It is 

SUMMARY: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Most clients were between the age of 25 and It an range of 

persons who should be productive members of are single and a 

high percentage of respondents on their biological family and friends for 

accommodation. Most 

financial need was the main reason why 

punishment meted out was 

most reaching se(:onoar 

skills. 

within one 

conditions were reasons 

n .. r, ... ""rhl crimes. The respondents stated that 

the crimes. The most common 

had a fair level of education, with 

were also trained in a variety of vocational 

tended to move from their employment 

disputes with management and working 
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EX-PRISONERS' EXPERIENCE OF THEIR 

Services Received in Prison 

Table 11 

Prison % 

8.89% 

Religious 8 17.78% 

Employment/vocational skills 

Total 

resPOIldents gave as to received 

~ It is significant to note 20% of recei ved from 

indicated that received employment or vocational 

Theory on reintegration - Rotman (1990) others -

indicates the reintegration should begin on the first day of 

imprisonment. The fact that only 31 % of responses by respondents 

showed had counselling points to a grave lack of 

adequate for Ideal 100% responses should 

indicated that the respondents had received 

their process 

A pelrcental~e of '"'''~'VIl'',",'' indicate that a 

enjoyed significant skills in this area. 

review employment opportunities within 

counselling to with 

received employment and 

few respondents had 

Three 

prison. It is 

literature 
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L"LL""'''U. In Correctional Services' 1999 Annual Report of that out of a total 

111 sentenced prisoners only about 20 600 (18.4%) were involved 

of education or training. One could compare figures to this 

which reflects that most minimal or no 

vocational, or employment while prison tenns of the responses 

In to their reintegration into community 

there is a need to prepare them release from day enter the prison 

"ul ... '''~r the overcrowded conditions and paucity 

existing South African prisons today is not conducive to an 

environment I-'~~"VU'''H' can new 

Respondents Prison Experience 

Figure 5 

Respondents Prison Expierence 

o Fear 

o Lack 

o 

);;> 56% of the as the prominent prison 

Fear of sexual abuse, at the other prisoners and warders 

as well as of gangfights were predominant. 
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).- 28% of responses 

freedom as a stressful 

that the experienced of 

freedom as 

These responses described lack 

no privacy, overcrowding, no .... V.v"'03'"'''' 

were treated like 'animals'. 

powers 

All resJ:,oocler 

particularly the 

as negative. prominently, 

violence. 

respondents is 

freedom was experienced 

as stressful. experience in the following 

from the data 

"Not good to in prison. lots of criminal behaviour in 

a good treat you There is sodomy in " 

"You feel 

prison ". 

in prison. I saw people fight with There is no order or care in 

in prison is not good. You meet bad 

you in prison", 

you become Gangs also 

"Shocking to obey rules of gangs to survive. Locked up in with 

forty-two other prisoners. It takes and life away. You used as a 

women", 

"Fights and happen in prison. You are not a human . you have no or 

were beaten by the warders". 

"Locked early. You are most of the time behind " 

was asked to warders. was like dog food. controlled cells.l 

saw being stabbed to death" 

"Hard and horrible experience.l was sodomised - it's too painful to 

of crime in prison". 

about it . ... saw 
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in the this was the time. Loss r,.""uu,,,,,, hard to H Locked up at 

with. is a sentence on of a sentence". 

"You feel you on planet as are cut offrom the world". 

"It was hell. 

It is 

experience, 

reflects the 

are notfree not make 

statements 

it was one of 

~"ItJTl.X people decide for 

by the respondents about their prison 

" concerned with the 

prisoners relationship with the outside world and with his eventual discharge into it, the 

most important fact is his dependence, total freedom 

from responsibility decision 

Many experienced prison as not developed or changed them the 

better. Thus it is these devastating effects that counsellors who are with ex-

should as a priority. trauma imprisonment and fact that it 

not reintegrate impacts on the who is into the 

community. 

rp~:p~~rl'n done by Correctional were interviewed in order to 

ascertain their perceptions of imprisonment. research was presented in a 

Recidivism Inmates by Besozzi (1 4). The found that most 

prisoners the view that, not only had prison not change but that it had a 

effect on They quote a Aldo, stated, "Being prison, you 

become savage, rough, selfish, you pick up all the faults you can, you become more 

aggressive and impulsive". 
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the literature review 

causes more to 
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imprisonment clearly 

prisoners. This finding this 

not only does prison to 

7.3.3 Respondents' View of Prison Learning 

Table 14 

Response 

d not learn anything 

Respect for other/property 

Responsible for one's own .... ""."n • ., 

fails in its 

to that of 

prisoners, it 

No 

5 

0 

1 

5 

7 

6 

4 

2 

Prison does not you change yourself 2 

You think of changing your lifestyle 2 

4 

5 

2 

Vocational 2 

% 

10.64 

0.00 

2.13 

10.64 

4.26 

Number of Responses 100% 

reflect that the respondents negative and positive 

experience some prisoners came about because life 

vocational skills programmes. interesting phenomenon that is ....... v ..... "'''' m 

that took place for some A profound 

some respondents is that not change you - you 

also learnt that is not a place for them, meaning had 
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had a negative impact on them. One can infer from the above 

a impact on some 

that they are reSloonlSI 

concerning 

reSj)OnOenlts had 

development while 

SUMMARY: IMPRISONMENT 

some experience 

for their own actions. 

only 4.26% of esp,ons,es 

some 

this study is ... ",",p'nl 

that prison does have 

and come to the 

finding of this 

that the 

received 

opportunities employment or The prison 

experience was traumatic. AU about 

exposure to violence in fights, sodomy and by prison warders. 

positive learning took in prison as certain resp0I10ents joined life skins 

programmes. However, the learning that did take prison stemmed more from an 

inner reflection and development of survival on the part of those 

respondents. essence section is that prison to rehabilitate or prepare 

prisoner 
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EX-PRISONERS' EXPERIENCE THE REINTEGRATION PROCESS 

7.4.1 Conditions 

Table 15 

Total Number of % 
Res 

22 19 86.4% 

movement 16 
home 

at the 10 45.5% 

, 22 14 63.6% , 

support 22 3 1 

};> 86% of reSI)onaen were ICII::<1St:;u on parole. conditions can seen 

as quite strict: of respondents were restricted in terms of 

to sign in at 

monitored by parole VUJ,....,"', 

};> In comparison 

services 

(13.6%) 

A significant number of the respondents were released on 

table is that most the respondents released on 

stations and were 

actual support 

What is from the 

were dealt with a 

manner: they were policed as their movements were they had to 

were not given the in at the 

necessary 

should 

station and were monitored by 

to facilitate their The role of 

role to play in 

officers 

• ....,,,, ... "',,, ..... prisoners in their (""",",nn process. Research undertaken by Correctional 

Services involving 25 found release that the 

offenders are ,)j"UllYUSeU to abide by not reflect the reality of everyday life". 

1993: 2). also seems to true for South Africa. 
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7.4.2 Respondents' activities upon release 

Figure 6 

Client Action upon release 

80~--------~----------~---------r----------~--------~ 

70+----------+----------+----------+----------+_ 
60+----------+----------+----------+----------+_ 
50+----------+----------+----------+----------+_ 
40+----------+----------+----------+----------+_ 
30+---------~----------+----------+----------+_ 

20+-==---1 
10 

o 
Started looking for Started employment Started at Free play Contacted NICRO Stayed at home with 

);> 72.73% respondents stated that they stayed at with family 

members immediately upon 18.18 % started looking 

employment 4.55% employment immediately 

release and 18.1 

one spcmoem stated that still 

stayed family 

);> Within one week release 9.09% started 13.64% started 

~VV'J:U"""" for work; 9.09% started work at Freeplay and 9.09% contacted 

NICRO. 

);> Within one month of release an additional 

employment and another 9.09% started working at Freeplay whilst a 

18.18% NICRO. 

When res.ponaen1ts were asked what they did upon .l"'~"'a",.., from 

they m€mtLolilea two activities is spending with 

In researchers counselling ""L>.--IJ~'''U'U''''~ upon 
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L"l'"a~." from prison, also that most would come to office 

that need Ir"rrn"",n1" This could be attributed to fact that the 

needs food and shelter to fulfilled 

dealt Later in chapter, respondents were they dealt with 

faced upon from pu~.v ... 

on pralctlical issues of finding a job to meet their daily need for resources. 

7.4.3 Support structures upon "'''LO<U,'''-: 

Figure 7 

Community 

Family/siblings 

Imam I priest 

Social worker 

Friends 

Parents 

Wife! husband 

f=J 
p 

o 

Support Structures upon Release 

I 

I 

I 
]0 20 

I 

I 

30 
% 

I 

40 50 

most instances palrents serve as the support structure for 

(52.08%) whilst support rAI""'H"'" 

60 

other 

family .......... v ...... " <>""..,,,,,,,1"1 as the Se()OnLG level ""'~/IJVJ.' (25%). 

support accounted 16.67%. 

Support as welfare account for 

2.08% of support respondents rpr'PHTPr1 

);;> Respondents not identify any support from community 

);;> 70% of ""'IJ'IJV~ was from 
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The table that none respondents support from 

community. refers to churches 

Communities the reintegration released 

process cannot be sole reSOOlnSllDl of the or 

government. .... v .• "" .. ,,"" .. prisoners come from communities that ought to them 

a chance at If communities shun this reSIJOnSl 

reauce recidivism through reintegration employment 

the attempts to 

not be effective. It 

is those communities that responsibility for members who will benefit 

from their ",1-.. ,.,.,. .. « 

7.4.4 of Support Received 

Table 16 

Type of Support (in percentage %) 

Support Finan cia Emotiona Acceptanc Finding Social Othe 

From I I e Employmen Service r 

t s 

Wife\ 2% 10% 4% 0% 0% 0% 

Husband 

D~p.n~'" 14 20 10 2 0 . 4 11. .." "'n~" 

Friends 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Social 0 0 0 2 0 0 

Worker 

0 4 4 0 0 I 0 

Family \ 10 8 0 2 0 4 

Siblings 

Communi! 0 0 0 0 0 0 

y 
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7 reflects the 
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received by respondents upon 

respondents upon 

prison. 

support 

table shows that most respondents emotional 

and 

fact that most respondents were 

support. Those were married emotional material support 

their spouses. 

findings by respondents 

of structures 

within wider community. The type of support offered by the was 

mainly of an and nature .It is concern to note 

support was respondents 

They 

the support of family and community was important in to 

reintegration When the probed as to what 

of community support was for their effective reintegration, most 

stated that to be was 

important to them. It is 

church or 

the community. It is 

_"'1"i""",n<,,'I''' is vita] as 

necessary to 

ex-prisoners 

evident that the role of 

structures the 

their reintegration back 

family assisting the 

are usually the point of contact 
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Challenges Identified by Respondents Upon Release 

Table 17 

A B C +C) 

Very Important % Important important 

Finding accommodation 91.91 100 

55.56 100 

relationship with 100 
36.84 .05 42.11 

72. ]8.18 .09 

employment 95.45 0.00 100 

Development of Skills (vocational 100 
9.09 

and technical) 

Reintegration into communit 31.82 22.73 45.45 100 

alcohoJldrug addiction 100 

);.> 95.45% of respondents saw finding employment as most important 

to <Illtl,.",.,,, upon 

was financial sustainability 

it foBows 

with 

the second 

two being 

need 

related. 

);.> The challenge that most respondents 

finding accommodation - % (which 

.;!Hr'"",r1 network parents and family) 

important was that of 

be attributed to the 

of clients saw finding employment as most important 

should evaluated fact 18.18% looking 

for employment immediately; 13.64% started looking within one and 

"t","t",f1 looking one month. means even though 

that finding employment as most important issue only actually 

looking for employment within one month (that is still made no effort); and 

only 31 started 1VU'AH.<:. within a "n",_w.",,,, period. could mean that 

9 

19 

11 

20 

]4 
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when prisoners are relt~ast:~a back into community, need to adjust to 

life prison, before can deal with challenges them. 

A commissioned by the Home Office 1990(written by Heins) 

reviewed the literature on aftercare for released prisoners. (1990:5) 

states that social be in terms of following areas: 

accommodation, employment, money, social isolation, family problems, 

and These needs are to those in 

research only issue that is not mentioned by the respondents of this 

study is Heins (1990:7) goes on to a study undertaken by 

U4IJJU .... U (1971) who found that problems were 

mentioned by half respondents. Employment were 

mentioned over half men 

NACRO report (1995), V.L"_"'" on the 

survey carried out in 1 with 3 000 VJv ... .., .... "" prisoners from ten 

survey the following chalJenges 

ajob: 59% 

Income 

Someone to 

and 

matters: 

sort out: 25% 

by released prisoners: 

The findings NACRO supports findings in Table 

with regard to the chal1enges faced in study by ex -pnlSOflers upon their 

This 
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7.4.6 Respondents Actions to Some of the Challenges They Identified 

Marriage Relationship );> clients that their 

partner did not want to 

relationship 

Re-establish relationship children );> 70% of stated that they made 

an to re-establish relationship 

with 

employment );> 13% clients went out to 

);> 47.83% approached NICRO 

Development of Skins );> of clients went 

training 

into "run...-", );> 18.1 stated that the community 

put pressure on them 

Respondents were asked they did to deal with the challenges faced 

from The found that respondents were and 

were not to clearly explain actions took to deal with the challenges 

they With regard to problems in the marital relationship, respondents 

they tried but spouse would not cooperate. probed and exactly 

what they did, respondents were not able to give a clear answer. However on 

issues skills development and finding employment, they were 

clearly to articulate to deal these chal1enges. The 

revealed that none the respondents 

challenges they 

assistance 

workers to with upon release from prison. Later in 

ppl'oacm:~a NICRO, most respondents this chapter when asked why they 

that were employment. 

found in her dealing with most 

would focus on the need for employment immediately upon from prison. 

They not verbalise their emotional but focussed on the practical 

could indicate ex-prisoners have limited problem-solving It is 
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therefore ne4:::essaI"y to on need they can meet 

their needs for food and shelter before assisting with their other issues. 

St::~,SlUln should to verbalise 

his\her's problems and then develop the ne4:::essaI"Y skills support structures to 

solve or find solutions to 

and so 

VL",",U."_ like marital trauma 

7.4.7 Services K D'~DJ1"Dn By Respondents 

'0 

35 

25 

15 

10 

8 

9.09 ,-
Referred for 

training 

36.3E r 
, 

Referred to 
Free play 

Services rendered by NICRO 

9.09 9.09 

4.55 r ,-
n 

Involved in Material aid Reintegration 
diversion and counseling 
Program service 

Services 

» of Manpower: 

» Other (referred to Free by NICRO): 

» Number assisted finding employment: 

» respondents 

31.82 

r 
" 

Assisted in 
looking for 

employment 

100% 

31.82 

9.09% 

above information indicates type services respondents received from 

NICRO.The issue the above is that 9% of respondents 

counselling. Reflecting on trauma imprisonment and the fact that 

it fails to rehabilitate prisoners and it also in preparing for release back 

community, means that counselling a crucial of 
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- the reintegration process. The 

solution to effective reintegration. 

employment is not the only 

reviewed the Apex 

Employment project, which finds ex-prisoners. Importantly the 

Apex experience has found that the job usually breaks down, and there is a 

need for continued support prisoner can settle in a job, 

Heins mentions an important made by Soothill who analysed the Apex 

Employment project ), "", but that concentrating on the 

particular activity for ex-prisoners without considering 

other returns. And what 

means in a wider rOAr",..,./f 

simple solution 

that the respondents in 

employment. 

reintegration OfC)ce:ss were 

"uv~, .... abandon a belief in a 

. (SoothiU, 1 

mainly received assistance with 

reveals that other services to 

7.4.8 Respondents' Assessment of NICRO Service: 

Table 18 

No % 

0 

7 ,8 

11 

4 1 

22 100% 

» evaluated NICRO service as unsatisfactorily 

or 

for 

» 50% were only prepared to commit to a satisfactorily only 18.2 % 

saw intervention as very good or good. 
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reason respondents NICRO as satisfactory is attributed to the fact 

r""t","'rr~'.i to the FreepJay Factory and is where the ""''''''11"'''''' 

stopped. this be explored Respondents did not receive 

or preparation at the Nor did they continued 

aftercare services. 

SUMMARY 

A number were on parole. Parole 

did not a role in facilitating the reintegration respondents into society. Upon 

the biological family, parents were support structure for 

\vl'-'''''''.''' prisoners. of the respondents received support from the community upon 

. The main identified by upon were 

accommodation, marital 

finding employment, reintegration 

did not approach 

adjustment 

relationship with children, financial security, 

and alcohol addiction . ..... "',"1-1'-""" .... , 

in dealing with their relationship or 

with finding employment. In 

social agency, case is being used as an example, failed to analyse 

in of respondents when they employment thus placed 

assessing had other with regards to 

reintegration nr",,,,,,,.",, 
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7.S RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON 

OF CRIME 

1 

7.5.1 Respondents' Views on Ke4'lUClnl!. Crime 

AND THE REDUCTION 

table reflects the views of the respondents with rpo"flr,1fi to what in their opinion 

could reduce recidivism. 

Table 19 

Respondents' 

StabJe house 

Support in community 

Family support 

Positive ",,",-ntY'" 

Positive Tt'"",rtn" 

Accommodation 

Permanent employment 

Financial security 

Crime prevention courses 

Counselllng 

Material 

life of crime by family 

activities - Le. sport 

Positive home circumstances 

H.",,,,,,,« .... .:> that a stable home 

(1 could prevent future crime 

No % 

4 8.16 

a 0.00 

6 12.24 

4 8.16 

100 

by the 

support 
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)0> 7.2% reS1Jonden stated support by service, and 

assist 

)0> 30.61 % stated that permanent IlH,'TTl,3nT and financial would 

prevent involvement 

)0> In terms skills 14.29% of clients that development of 

The 

making 

involvement 

would ""'U",V'''"' them to future 

reflects that the role of family and community in 

prisoners not returning to crime is cruciaL Employment and financial security 

are seen as most important factors in recidivism. It should noted 

that respondents were of the employment is not the 

factor, which wi11 crime. the views are reflected in following 

statements made by respondents: 

"As as I have employment, I will not commit crime. 

"The Church-when the preaches I Church is against My 

family and support encouragement" 

. "To have a life time job. If I do not have a job I will wrong 

"Family is important". 

It is l-'V':l'1"'11l of the respondent that a range interventions is 

necessary to reduce crime. is seen as one of an tr<>!~PO" that 

is to crime. 
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Respondents' Views Regarding Factors Resulting in Crime 

Figure 9 

Factors resulting in crime 

, 
I I 

I , 

I 

I 

I 

I I 
, 

o 2. 4 12 14 16 18 

17.02 respondents that fmancial instability contributed to and 

lack employment ,",v,,,,u.v ... '.,,, .... to crime 14.89% 

10.64% that substance abuse was a contributing 10.64% - lack of 

suitable life lack anger management skills 

specifically "v •. nuu .... "u to crime 

);> . 14.89% indicated garlgs1:ers specifically as contributing to unstable 

life. 

Interestingly unemployment again is not seen as the contributor to committing crime. 

r>."·"VLUHJ'l". to 

are substance 

respondents other 

lack of life 

will also lead people to commit crime. These 

unstable COlmlllurm) and gaIlgs1tensm 

in the above point (7.2.4), which explores that would ..... ".""",,1- crime. 

Employment is seen as an important element in prevention but not the only factor. 

or conditions cause crime nrf"UP'lnI crime are linked in 

h""·",'1-,,,, .. ,,, reintegration pr()gramlffi(~S should be multi-faceted when assisting ex-prisoners 

the cornmurllll) 
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7.6 REINTEGRATION AND EMPLOYMENT 

7.6.1 Numbero/Companies Approached/or Employment 

Table 

Number of Companies 
A roached 

4.76 

4 19.05 

Total 

61.91 

14.28 

23.8] 

Totals 21 100 

» .91 % approached an average three companies for employment. 14.28% 

approached four to companies and 23.81 % approached to seven 

companies employment. 

The above could indicate the present South African unemployment problem. 

unemployment rate in 

employment. Many 

employment. The 

Freeplay 

experiencing more difficulty in 

pp]'oa,cm:~a in order to secure 

indicate that opportunity presented by 

did not have to 

employment. opportunity for employment with Energy were not 

UIH:tUH~, the perhaps nrp<;1pr,tPf1 differently. Perhaps 

respondents would a larger of in 

to secure employment. 
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7.6.2 Outcome 

Table 21 

Outcome of Employment Contacts No 

No vacancies/jobs 11 

Undertook to contact when vacancies - never did 4 

Casual employment 6 

of criminal record 

);> were informed that no were available and . 

1 

);> 

);> 

criminal 

that they would be 

were not 

casual or 

employment at 

criminal record. 

is that 18.75% were refused 

Ex-prisoners do not only have 

employment but also they have 

review part the 

over 

"'"'nP,,.,r because of their criminal ... """,'nrficc 

they approached 

,,,,,,,rn,,,,,,r because they had 

problem of a lack of skills in 

burden of having a criminal 

mention ofNACRO's survey in 

<, .... rWIf1I13n." were unable to secure 

l""\'-_ ..... 'u which is an agency 

V ... Ui" ... " on the reintegration of into society in Britain makes 
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of the fact that countries which have legislation to deal with the 

expunge or criminal record of 

rehabilitated 1995: 17) (1996: 4) 

in his Honours Relationship the 

Employment Offenders in South 

Erasmus (J 996: mentions the fact that in the United the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1974 has the enabling ex-offenders, 

who 

certain 

not 

Manager at 

in South 

offences for a 

employment without 

1 6) mentions an 

in Cape Town; who 

that has formal guidelines 

relevance of criminal records to the jobs in 

by Barnes and Teeters (1959: 

to ascertain the 

employers stated 

one stated 

of years, to under 

discrimination."(Apex 

was not aware 

are used to evaluate 

companies". Another study 

on research done by 

of discrimination against ex

were part of the 

would not employ 

ski1led 

It is th"' .. ""i" ........ '" necessary that An.",,,,..,tn 

rehabilitated ex-prisoners. 

to create incentives for 

created to assist 

finding also reflects the 

n.,"""",,~c to 

to lobby 

to employ ex-prisoners. 
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7.6.3 Period of Unemployment Upon Release 

10 

Period of unemployment upon release 

.012-18 Months 

o 18-24Months 

);> 28.57% respondents mame:o employment within one Anv ..... of 

);> 38, clients were unemployed a period between one month 

one 

were unemployed for IJ"" .v".'" of between one and more than 

years. 

A ""i'S,"UJ',",<U'" proportion respondents did not secure employment for a long 

nu'nT_"'V months or more. One 

could that criminal rec:onis it difficult for to secure 

employment. This could also be attributed to the South African economy and the 

unemployment rate, Again one could that there are possibly limited 

opportunities reSPO]10e:ms to apply vocational skills training. 
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7.6.4 Income IFinancial Support During Period of Unemployment 

y 81 stated that income whilst 

Financial support/income was received the following sources: 

Family: 

own business: 

jobs: 

50% 

9.09% 

we see the pattern emerging, 50% received financial from 

when they were unemployed. significant number 

employment and thus were able to have some financial support to meet their 

to returning to It is not known if the 

their is as 

could have to admit this. 

7.6.5 Ex-Prisoners Views on Employment, Crime and Crime Prevention 

y 63.64% of respondents 

offenders from 

stated 

crime and that 

that stable employment would prevent 

not 

have employment 

prevent 

eSI)OnlOents was the following: Do The question put to 

employed prevents 

their views generally 

believe that being 

committing crime? question was to ascertain 

this issue. However one could assume that the 
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are to reflect own experiences to some extent. 

following f'PC1r'\nn were recorded: 

"Yes, money people from committing Can deal with 

personal problems better because of employment" 

because of a of personal Dr£'Dlt~mS Low may not needs and 

then steal while employed". 

"Yes, having money nrPlJVYl " 

if I am unemployed - will be thinking all the time about getting ""1f"rJ.,\] 

leads to is nothing house, you and look for 

something n. 

i"1J<'r'I),nn/nJ needs money to live" 

"No, will crime to have more money" 

work, you and You not need to " 

"Depends on the person, can steal while employed". 

"If not will still crime, even when employed". 

n:::v'e:n(l') on your If you are a drug addict, you will need extra money 

and you will commit crime even if you are employed" 

"If community ex-prisoners will return to 

It is that employment plays a crucial role in enabling ex-prisoners to meet 

their basic and assist in reintegration process. there is an 

'Pn1'PTlT that will continue to commit crimes even they are employed. 

may need to so to feed a habit or to their as their 

wage is low. An important point made by one respondent, is that if a is not 

rehabilitated, will continue to commit view should be carefully 
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should thus on holistic 

findings 

not au tomati call y mean 

nrr.,...p,oc of ex 

that 

will 

and not just job 

employment 

Needs Of Ex-Prisoners Other Than Employment 

involvement 

KespCmOlenits were asked question: Apart From Employment - Do 

Prisoner Have Other Needs? 

gave the 

"Support from Social 

should be involved in 

responses to the question: 

and community mpmnpr... ,"-,V'IfUftU,rU 

rehabilitation of ex-prisoners" 

assistance with accommodation problems drug or alcohol addiction" 

must be to support life. Encourage them to 

stop crime. Also family must help " 

"Communities mustforgive and support 

families and support. Families must guide 

Also 

ex-prisoner". 

a to 

"People must orr'unT ex -prisoners as paid for his crime" 

"Having someone that cares about you someone special you can talk about 

your Must respect from people at and in the 

community". 

"Ex-prisoners need help to alcohol problems". 
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"Need marriage counselling when released from prison. Should also have 

counselling advice from Worker. Employment is also important". 

It is from the quotes respondents ex- prisoners 

other upon release and not only the for employment. inc1ude the 

acceptance, support, counsening to help deal 

with relationship problems and drug or alcohol addiction. are some of 

major that have to met in order ex-prisoners to successfully 

reintegrated into the community. Employment part of this ..,,,,-1\.";:,'"' but it 

not stand as a on its own. Counsellors. or workers to 

a careful assessment of the needs and not only focus on 

"'''''_'HJI11"" employment. findings study reveal reintegration is a 

process employment is one of the many parts of that 

SUMMARY: EMPLOYMENT AND REINTEGRATION 

respondents were not able to secure employment because their criminal 

Most received financial support their families release 

It is evident employment is not the only need but ex -prisoners 

accommodation, support the need for acceptance, assistance with 

problems marriage ",v ... ,,,,,,, Most were of that 

employment prevents however were 

some people wi11 continue to commit crime like supporting a 

habit. Therefore employment is not only to effective 
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7.7 EXPERIENCES OF EX-PRISONERS 

7.7.1 """ .. "" .. ., Contact NICRO 

11 

Reason for O:lntac.t Vlith NCRO 

oBlsiress 

! 0 rvtisia Aid 

The speaKS for itself. of respondents (80%) that 

. they approached securing employment. The findings of 

have but most pn::sSJ!ng 

most need is to secure employment in to deal with the other 

challenges they in the community. 

basic needs food, 

employment as a priority 

"v"VUllUVU< ....... H and clothing. Thus 

to satisfy 

findings 

reveal that the focus ofthe respondents was on securing employment, 

although they a ... Anu.v", that they also upon their 

a pre~condition 

community. 

therefore, that employment is probably the most 

IJU"VH. It is probably 

successful reintegration ex~prisoners 
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7.7.2 "".,,, .. ,,ji, .... ,,'" Received ""~I""" By The Ke!,po:ndE~nts 

Table 

NICRO No % 

No ;;;:"T'1I1P"" after placement 19 86.36 

'£1"'''"'''' Coordinator 1 4.55 

4.55 

1 4.55 
NICRO) 
Total Number of Respondents 22 100 

).>- No ""1"\1,£"3,, were made available to of clients after 

were placed at Energy 

A significant proportion respondents received no further services NICRO 

they were placed in employment. review alerts to 

evaluation studies of projects for ex- prisoners undertaken Wilson 

Lenihan (] ] : which noted that, , l1rJ'trrLl~.\ offering 

must also 'ILL''''''''''' to in his or 

rehabilitation that 1'PCnr.f1r1Pnfc 

services after n.<l,"""',,,,,P,U at the Freeplay factory has also to 

experienced by the respondents in the work wi]] be discussed further 

on in this chapter. literature review found that there is a need to teach ex

skins to motivated in 
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7.7.3 Period of Employment At The Freeplay 

Figure 12 

Period of Employment at Freeplay 

3S~----------~~~ 
30 
2S 
20 
15 

10 
5 
0+----1 

Less than 6 
months 

6 Months to 12 12 to 18 Months 18 to 24 Months 
Months 

More than 24 

months 

reSPOll0e:ntS were ",n'uP''' at the factory for a of to 18 

months 

between 18 

);> 4.8% was nll"\'u ... 1"1 for more than months. 

Most resPOJlde:nts view that were f'>V/'lT",n at chance 

employment, although they were experiencing problems Management. This will 

discussed further on this When probed if they will leave factory, most 

that would at the as it a sense of 

security. In 1998 an agreement was signed NICRO to open another factory will 

employ ex-prisoners. The respondents were interviewed in January 2001, that is two 

after of the factory. 
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7.7.4 Problems l':xlrJenrenlced By Ex-Prisoners At ,., ... ",>nun, Factory 

Table 

Nature of Problems Experienced 

Discrimination/attitude towards ex prisoners 

Racial discrimination 4 11.90 

Nepotism 10 

23.8] 

.... ,." .. "'1" for talks/grievances 5 

No .... "n .. '~t "rll"",n by co]]eagues 1 9.52 

Personal problems of respondent 4 2.38 

Total Number of Responses 42 100% 

indicated that most TPCf"\nr.£1 

workplace 

more than one 

reS1DUlllses indicate xPt:nencc~a discrimination 

work 

of responses indicates that reSOOll0e:nts experienced 

attitude and treatment them as employees. 

of the problems by could be 

discriminatory practices, (racial, discrimination against prisoners 

as 
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to the 

reflects the experienced 

findings 

"No equality. Management shows no 

about problems-

staff. Workers cannot talk to 
are blocked". 

"Management does not to workers. treat us like 

"Supervisor does not treat me well" 

"People us as prisoners. Lots with low There is no 

communication run'"""'",,, supervisors us". 

"Production Manager is to me. Does not how to to me". 

discrimination. Coloureds are treated better 

promotion first H. 

"Stresses as they push you production. 

rec.flmem is bad. 

you are monkeys". 

of apartheid. Supervisor 

blacks. 

pressured at work". 

at you. 

the 

said-

"We are in prison in the factory as we are treated Manager of production 

does not talk to a good mann~~r 

"Racism - we are called 

rehabilitate people. 

. They do no nicely to They do not 

injail". 

"Sometimes tro,n,,,,'/1 as ifwe prison. 

way to us. rules - if you are late you 

..HTTUIII'. manager's talk in a 

to explain". 
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workfar your limit,- You get shouted 

"The Human does not us or to us", 

Afrer to the by it prompted the 

researcher to interview supervisors who are directly 

responsible units were 

There are various problems statements. Future 

research to investigate whether prison impacts on the ex-

indicated that unfair was 

.. ",,,,,, .. ,i,, to late However, work situations 

by in order to ensure that run in the 

work environment and to ensure maximum productivity. 

The is opinion that respondents difficulty in taking 

instructions supervisors as they this to prison In 

they were 'commanded' all the time. maximum 

production is an that the respondents did not understand. They 

as being too It seems that could be 

difficulty pressure. 

The does not the for work outside prison. The 

is also the opinion that the direct managers the respondents could not 

n,,,,.rlOnml£l the ex-prisoner as an prisoners come to the 

work been brutalised by prison 

Later in this .......... ..,<' ... the views and oeJrCeOtllOI the Freep]ay 

TT"",'pnt angle to managers wi]] lends a 

factory 

Respondents oelrlellC€:a factory managers as against them 

were the findings will show managers 
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",>vnv".:> to and they in coping with ex-

employees 

7.7.5 Respondents' Relationship with Other Staff 

Staff Category Very Good Poor 

colleagues 45.45% 0% 0% 

]8.18% 18.18% 27.27% 

45.45% 13.64% 13.64% 

0% ]3.64% 18% 

);> Respondents had positive Lv.'UU'JU.:>'U,,"'" with work VV'J"''',S'''~'' 

supervisor 

);> 45.45% of respondents described relationship with the General Manager as 

less than 

);> 8] .82% 

to very 

relationship with 

This table reflects a contradiction as in 

the bad treatment their supervisors 

Resource HUllIUS"'. as poor 

most respondents ""1""1'\1,, about 

percentage of managers a 

respondents complained about problems they experienced with line 

r .. cn".'rI"'n~'" stated relationship with Resource 

Human p",.,,,,rr'p LV ...... ' .... !",'..,. could 

Managers. 

Manager was 

play an important in assisting "'A""V"'""V""'" in adjusting to a structured work 

environment. It will noted later that most ex-prisoners had difficulty in 

adjusting to the work environment. In turn Manager at the did not put 

programmes in to assist as employees in adjustment to the 

work p"nJlr.," 
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7. 7.6 Respondents' Views on Freeplay Employing Ex-Prisoners 

Freeplay .mn,ltlV.n.nt 

55% of respondents stated project was good and 2 stated that it 

asslste~d them their rehabilitation Dr(~Ce~5S 

');;. 6% stated the project facilitates financial independence a 

further 6% stated that it them their self-respect. 

A remark made by some the respondents was that 

them back their also believed it assisted with 

he],et4Dre one cannot doubt the of as one 

components of the reintegration 1-'1.\.1...,"',;:';:'. 

employed gave 

, reintegration 

important 
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7.7.7 Respondents' Views on Areas that Need Improvement 

Respondents were asked for opinions with ."''''"''' .. " to areas that to improved 

m to make the Project more 

Requiring No % 

Follow-up by NICRO required 

Management style change 

Discrimination should stop 

Need for further training programmes 

Promotion be checked 

provided 2.78 

Management's resource skills should be developed 2 5.56 

Total Number of Responses 37 100% 

> The 1r\\lJ_nn conducted by ,1.'-1. .... '-' is seen as most important area 

that needs improvement: responses) 

> 25% the responses pointed out the need for an improvement in terms of 

was most area requiring 

attention. 

Respondents expressed the view that improved fonow-up services from 

were -prisoners found that once they were placed at the Freeplay 

Energy done by Wilson et al (1981: 7) as 

reflected '-''''''IJ''''' Four '''"'".u .... '''' that holistic 

need to for employment programmes to and that ""'1"'''H'''''' 

should not stop following job 
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Another 

that 

reflected in is that responses relleClea 

problems with the management style and felt 

is required. area needs ti1T+h~'r 

as of this study was not on the management 

as employees. It is 

understand world of the 

at FreepJay 

into 

not 

account the traumatic prison generic work on the 

ex -prisoners. It is highly likely that these expected ex -

prisoner employees to 

employees. 

the same producti vity as their other 

The is of the VIJ!lU"'H that it would realistic to recommend 

managers effects of imprisonment and at 

programmes as employees order to their work 

improve work ethic and improve productivity. 

The following quotes from respondents add more depth to finding with 

to improving project: 

"NICRO must on how we are in our jobs" 

"Management should as they do not with workers"/ 

somebody at the factory will deal with the problems prisoners". 

"Training programmes on how to use money and how to cope with a drug 

should introduced at 

"Workers must be involved in decision making" 

"Managers must to handle " 
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"Supervisors should be sent on a training course on how to deal and with 

NICRO have group to discuss problems at the work 

will help us our 

findings of this study reveal, clearly, that respondents have valuable input and 

for the of the of this project. 

7.7.8 Respondents' Suggestions on The Design 

Programmes 

Respondents were asked for suggestions with to the design reintegration 

The asked for their ~~,.,.,.,~V because socia] 

ag(~nCleS most often for or input from ex-: 

themse]ves. It win also give .,n~\A"" insight into 

should constitute a reintegration prC)gnlmlme. 

26 

Suggestions 

11.12 

' .. "'''Ll',-,>11 more companies involved 9.26 

Total 100% 

~ 46.3% of responses that most eSt)OflOents viewed education and 

training programmes as vital components for reintegration. 
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to 

144 

included in a 

suggestions, 

programme 

into account. 

programme 

they be 

ex -prisoners. were 

The respondents identified skills programmes as an ",,,,,,,'..,11<1 component any 

that recreation reintegration ,.,.r"Tnrr,,,, The participants 

job creation, material aid, development of support C"JC'TP",'" and the 

counselling ex prisoners by ex-prisoners 

process. suggestion that. should 

one food for thought. It is standard nr<ll'Tl£'p' to have a 

the 

ex-prisoners, gives 

social worker, which 

never experienced the trauma of imprisonment, to render counselling services 

to After having counselling ex - prisoners 

could wen role of vV,""l" .. ,Jj 

7.7.9 Respondents' future plans 

Table 27 

Future Plans No % 

Unsure if will continue to job 6.90 

Working towards stable family (marriage and 6 

3 10.34 

8 27.59 

1 

2 6.90 

3 10.34 

Occupational skills training 3 10.34 

Get involved church activities 1 

Total Number of Responses 29 100% 
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. Most difficulty questions their future 

researcher used ...,,.,,1'\,,,,, as a counsellor to them to 

think about Oe(;arrle evident: 

);:> 20.69 of responses showed respondents to get 

and have children. is not surprising as the majority of the respondents 

were 

);:> It is 

the part of 

independence 

to note that % of the r,:>.;:,non reflected a desire on 

own business and E'n,,"'"'' economic 

);:> the responses education. 

10.34% of responses showed some respondents were eager to 

acquire skills training 

);:> Respondents did not to talk about career path development. 

It was evident that most reSDOlnoc:m when about their future found u"uv.,u 

in answering 

focussed on 

question. 

It is therefore 

with to 

development. 

could be attributed to the fact that most reSpOlrlOe:nts 

HUliU..,'''H .. ''..., needs. They were thus unable to the 

_n .. ,,,ron,,,,. to think their future. 

planning, career development and skills 
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7.8 MANAGERS' PERCEPTION ON EMPLOYMENT OF 

PRISONERS 

Most of respondents complained about the poor treatment from the 

at the prompted the researcher to interview those 

managers who were directly involved with the section of factory that ex-

The Chief Officer was interviews as he signed the ag:reerneIlt 

with NICRO to employ at the The Production, 

Production 

interviewed. 

three factory Supervisors and Human Resource Manager were 

Managers' Perceptions of Crime Reduction 

Table 28 

l:'el'cel[)ti()DS of Crime Reduction 

and order 

I awareness programmes 

Create employment 

Total Number of Responses 

The 

crime reduction 

of Freeplay 

tv"'"'''''''' public opinion. 

No % 

2 

7.69 

1 7.69 

.7.69 

3 23.08 

100% 

Factory on 

». one the views with to better effecti ve 

police and skills training for the police, it a percentage of . 
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respondents. who are the opinion that the police have a crucial role to 

in reducing crime. 

}> A significant proportion (23.08%) is of opinion employment 

opportunities will reduce 

}> ] 538% are of the opinion that more policing wiJ] ""'rl111"'" 

}> 7.69 % states that law and needs to be and 7.69% believes that 

bringing back capital punishment will reduce the crime levels in South 

Africa. 

The opinions given by the of factory with ... ",,,,,,, ... ,1,, to what is needed to 

reduce 

that more 

also 

the opinions the general South African public. 

policing will reduce crime and that re-introducing punishment 

A of also focussed on 

creating employment as a of reducing crime. 

1 s to "''''£111 """ 

prevention programmes, effective 

skills training. 

the Managers j ndicate 

That is the creation of more 

a judicial that and 
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Views Regarding Treatment of Offenders 

14 

50 
45 

40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
o 

Views on the Treatment of Offenders 

Don~ know how Bad Prison Law to lenients Re-introduce 
treatment is Conditions Capital 

Punsihment 

'VU',",,,,'''' that 18.18 % were not aware of how 

prisoners were treated. 

» were aware that prison conditions are bad that has a 

negative effect on offenders. 

» 9 .09 % of believe that Jaw is too ... " .. ""''',,. A ""1"."""''''"'''' 

proportion. 

» , 27.27% believe that capital pUI111SnmelnI should be (In the 

table only 7.79 % of py,,,,"p"''''P'f1 believed capital 

punishment should be re-introduced) 

A significant of did not know how prisoners were T .. ",,,y,,,,,.., 

."' ...... "',,,'"',, of believing that the should be on ...... " .. "".", .. , ... 

"'v~,."' •• "''' opinion. Many South believe the crime problem 

can by harsher sentences and that capital punishment 

violent crimes. the would come across members who 

refuse to listen to talks on restorative justice and that need to be a 

chance to re-build lives. There is a need to develop education 

pf()gramll11<~s for communities and with to the value of 

reintegration programmes. 
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Managers' Views on 1I0"HtL.,o""'ltil)H of Ex-Prisoners 

29 

Managers' Views on Reintegration No. % 

3 50.00 

employment 1 

IhnlpJ()yers should be forced to 

,n"'TIP'", can restore self 1 

6 

reflects the 

of ex prisoners. 

the respondents 

at the Freep]ay factory with regards to 

that more programmes are n"">rlp·n to 

. prepare prisoners for release 

);> An interesting point made by one "''''''''''5'''' that the labour law in terms 

employment equity should incJude a that incJudes ex-prisoners as a '-'''ll,-,]:"jl 

employees. 

);> One manager also mentioned employers should be forced to employ ex-

on Some of the 

following """'vIlllvI"", 

Energy Factory: 

are 

of ex-prisoners are 

form the H.""."5'" 

"Prisoners should an opportunity to join ,'r>rolOr\l 

be mentioned in the law as disabled people are. 

employed. Industry should be forced by law to have a 

prisoners" 

the 

to 

ex-
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crime is committed they be punished. South African law is very 

lenient. Prisons do not help most nrr."nnprr as 

again ", 

come out commit 

"It is important to work on the rehabilitation 

rehabilitation programmes", 

prisoners. to have more 

"When I started working at Tn/'r/""" I used to scared " 

. Rehabilitation should with the individuals and them not to turn to 

"Need to create employment. Rehabilitation will not work if ex-prisoners do not 

employment" . 

Some of the above opinions are in contradiction to the opinions managers 

they were asked their about reduction and treatment offenders 

a more manner, at the beginning of the interview process. views 

as discussed in 7.7.2 a more 

their responses to the question (which specifically their opinion on 

. the of ,.",~I,,,,,..r that they are the opinion there is a 

to work on the of and should 

a chance. It is possible were more subjective in 

opinion as ex-prisoners were working at the factory and they were direct1y 

responsible them. It is also that the researcher works for 

NICRO, and the organisation is in partnership with could 

influenced their reSOOllses. 
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7.8.3 Managers 'Perceptions of the Role of Employment in 

Reintegration of Ex-Prisoners 

Table 30 

Managers' Perceptions of the Role of No % 
Employment in Reintegration 

None 0 0.00 

Pn;;Vt;ul:) rl;;-' cc. ..I. IQ 
"" 

4 50.00 

Plays a pivotal role 4 50.00 

Total Number of Responses 8 100% 

managers were all of the opinion that employment was crucial 

renlte~!,Tatlon of 

7.8.4 Managers' Regarding Differences between Ex-Prisoner 

and Other 

15 

Differences between Ex-Prisoners ..... 'v ...... , and other J!.mlpu)ye.es 

Ex prisoner play victim 

Prisoners do not accept authority 

t<,"-I~r1~.'ner are more aggressive and volatile 

People fear ex-prisoners 

Same treatment by Managers 

Sarneoutput 

No differences . 
o 

I 

I 

I - I --
0 I 

5 

I 
118•75 I .' 

I I 

16.25 

6.25 

6.25 

10 15 20 25 

above figure reflects that all H'(l,.ua;;",~ were of the opinion that 

rhtt",,.,<>nr·,,, between '-"''--1.1"""",,,,,,,,, who are and 

not have a criminal record. 

31.2 

31.2 

30 35 

is a 

do 
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stated that -prlsoiner employees the of victim. 

were the opinion that ex- prisoners do not accept authority 

31 stated that ex-prisoners were violent. 

were of the opinion people feared ex- prisoners 

other 

);> 6.25% were the view that ex-prisoners had to produce other 

without a 

researcher presents the the opinions the 

regarding question whether there is a difference between ex-

prisoners as employees and those 

gives the reader further 

without a criminal 

into the opinions on this 

The 

"Ex- prisoners are very aggressive. do not like to instructions. Some 

ex ffte'fftUe'r::> ,"""UtlLU'" to have conflict with other ex 

prisoners who are gang members. They always ' we are not in jail' and 

then refuse to abide by factory rules". 

"There is a perception that there is a difference. People fear for their safety. 

Found that when is a problem at ex prisoners are more 

aggressive and volatile. They take criticism personally". 

employees no distinction is between those that are and 

those are not. Output, productivity commitment are expected of all 

workers". 

often play victim and say they are being reprimanded because they 

are prisoners. They live past often talking about bad in 

Some are aggressive, 

supervisors, saying 'they are not afraid to go back to 
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"Some wanted attention they are ex-prisoners. 

lack f"rJl"T1,CIO~"CP and are aggressive. Some are manipulative. However not all ex-

prisoners fit into category". 

"Ex- I" • .HIIIP are more emotional. They things personally if reprimanded at 

work. Ex often play by referring to in prison 

The above indicates ex- prisoners as employees are 

supervisors to have serious problems. instance prison 

caused and trauma. seems to impact on 

work environment. Ex- prisoners as also seem to 

accepting relating to This could attributed to 

prison they have no or choice but to accept authority. 

by 

which 

the 

difficulty in 

that in 

The opinions expressed by the managers should be compared with opinions of 

ex- prisoners 7.6.4 with to problems the work environment. Ex-

as them differently, as if the were l'n,n",l"" 

employees Dec:am;e of their 

experience. need to training 

courses to in relating to one another more opportunity 

communication and of views. 
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7.9 MANAGERS' PERCEPTION ON 

FREEPLAY FACTORY 

7.9.1 ."'ilr,PHO'ln,<.I of Freeplay Energy Factory 

Table 

Strengths 

Teamwork 

I distinction 

Total Number of Responses 

PERFORMANCE THE 

No 

2 20.00 

3 30.00 

4 40.00 

1 10.00 

10 

);> 20% regarded teamwork as one of the strengths factory 

);> were of the opinion that there was no distinction made between ex-

prisoners as those that were not this in itself is 

);> 40% stated that at the ex- achance to 

re-build their 

);> 10% were of the view it reduced crime. 

strengths of the factory that employment 

IClt;a:st:u prisoners. and that it 

a crucial role in the 

process ";;UI.I"'''',U the chances further 

was seen as of the factory. 

ctr,,'ncr1th was that ex-prisoners were not treated rl1t"tpr"n other 

a record. 
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Weaknesses 

Table 32 

Weaknesses N 

Not and support 2 18.18 

left in work place 

Employers education 

does not do re preparation and 

clients 

Many times are not ready to part of 18.18 
4 

2 

Responses 100% 

] 8% of the responses the opinion that counselling and ;:'U\J'IJUJ 

services ex -prisoners were 

}.> 9.09% of 

not 

reS,DonSf~S indicates that the assumption that do 

a supervised employees was 

to be '-'U'.I'va,l'vU on how to manage ex-,.",1"I", .. tpt1 that employers 

prisoners ,","''-,''u'',", this was "'"".I'U'!J::'. it led to strained relationships between, 

management and 

opinions the fact NICRO does not n,.,,·n<:llr'p 

clients employment as '~~"'U"a to ex-prisoners having difficulty in the 

workplace 

of responses that _1''''',"'''''''''''''' are often not to part 

of a structured work environment 

}.> 9.09% were the opinion that "' ............ ,..""" .. " needed eaUlcatlOn on the criminal 

justice system. 
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It is from the above that there is a need to prepare 

and 

in a structured work environment. Their prisoner 

habits, as they do not insist on this whHe 

offered to ex-prisoners focused primarily on 

to meet other needs that ex-prisoners had COlt1Ct~rDllfl 

and reintegration process. Follow up "''''..,,",...,,,, 

is crucial in order to ensure aUII"""" to a 

and that other social by 

of it was 

cope in the work environment without 

the problems experienced by in 

they require strict supervision in order to assist them in 

7.9.3 Suggestion to Improve Performance of Freeplay Factory 

Table 33 

3 

4 7.14 

and support ex - 21.43 

to 

is 
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~ 7.14% responses indicate that no further improvements were 

~ 28.57% responses indicated to 

of Freeplay Factory Project partnership should be 

improved. It was felt that the and NICRO should to 

ex-prisoners. 

~ 7.1 that NICRO should not involved with from ex-

that complaints 

should before action by is taken 

~ ] 4.29% were of the opinion that more individual focus on should 

undertaken to help them to in work environment 

~ 7. that skills programme was and 7.14% 

were opinion that should be to improve 

~ 7.14% recommended that staff to be trai ned about ex-

prisoners 

~ A proportion of the (21.43%) opinion that 

prepare and ex-prisoners before they are employed 

at 

The reader should note that although U,"",J.'I.'J is mentioned, comments would 

apply to organisations employment 

A report by US Department of on the impact of employment 

programmes by Wilson et al (1981: 10) found that most employment programmes 

for to address of they were placed 

in programmes to develop career paths for ex-

prisoners. important opinion ex][)n::SSt:u above is that 

NICRO Energy should be strengthened. 

NICRO should involved in conjunction with the factory to ex-prisoners 

in adjusting to work environment. NICRO could also train managers and 

to deal with as employees. 
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OF EX·PRISONERS 

Freep]ay Energy factory 
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on the need for effective po1icing, 

ON 

on reducing 

"",np"T opportunities, re-

capital punishment and crime prevention. were asked 

to crime they tended to on more punitive measures. 

about what their views were on of ex-prisoners, 

aI1 opinion that they must contradicts their 

general questions on crime 

was crucial 

that iH--'>1'pnt' •• " between 

do not a criminal record. The main 

to pre:palre ex-prisoners for employment and 

Managers were of the 

There is no doubt 

and those employees who 

is that it 

were rendered 

at the factory. It is also .""n'''''IT 

difficulty adjusting to a structured work environment. supervisors and 

-"'"',,,,.,,, ... ,,",, as employees. at factory did not know how to handle 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSIONS 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

There is no solution to Africa. 

an impact on the "' .......... "'VU of crime by ",,,,,,"'\tA" 

is a process over which more control can than any 

which have been to the prevention or, for that matter, 

and the sector should, 

reintegration as a and viable methc>d reducing crime 

This study has nrr'VH1P(1 valuable insights rp'<:onpl~t of the "'~IJ"'L'" 

prison and upon from prison. It 

can have 

cause of crime. 

focus on 

this country. 

ex-prisoners in 

insights 

how released cope in a structured work environment and the open community. 

it provides 

as 

This study has 

element in this 

with an of how employers view ex- prisoners 

that reintegration is a and that is a 

Whilst employment has merit, it should, however, not 

considered in as it is not the only element that facilitates reintegration ex-

it playing an important in reducing incidence of crime, 

employment is not formula to criminality. 

The literature ,. .. ,,, .. ,,, in chapter two on legislation 1994 

subsequent policy frameworks, which the reader to the of ex-prisoners to 

rehabilitation It then explored imprisonment and attempts from within 

at preparing employment. It was 

found necessary to as the this study has 

on ex -prisoners, and the prison has an on their lives, 

attitudes and the success or failure of reintegration. of ... "'.., ... ,,, .... 

prisoners was in broad terms with particular focus on the role of employment 

the The between Freeplay and NICRO was 

purpose of this as the research participants were referred 

NICROto .... n.fdrO'\! where were 
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Development of Policies UtreIldE~r Reintegration 

Since 1994 the new democratic o-n'vpr'nrrlPn to 

order to improve the quaHty 

challenges is the issue of 

poor and marginalized OJ""'OJ"~' 

in 

many 

1"PI'1I1(,P the levels of 

brought about new legislation old laws. This is mentioned 

Chapter Two. The of the National Crime Prevention the 

Constitution, the White and Security, the amended 

Act and the White on Socia] Development, all make mention the need to 

ex

these various policy 1'r<lrnpu,nrIrQ 

challenge remains in 

legislation. It is evident that the 

application of 

which 

of prisoners. 

at the time the 

to employ a 

cn:mtl!r on policy 

on this chapter. 

is there to protect the Africans, fails to nr£U""~T 

An interesting by one of the Freeplay Energy I1H"'"",".,,",""> 

research was conducted was that employers should be 

certain quota of ex

frameworks, but will form 

8.3 Imprisonment 

notion was not reviewed 

recommendations SUj~ge:ste:d 

The that prisons have 

Sykes (1970), 

their goal of positively 

(1979) and are all of the opinion that 

(1959), Foucault 

causes damage that is 

difficult to undo when the prisoner is returns to society. The use of 

imprisonment as a punishment for 

form of in South Africa. Thus prisons are n,,,'rl",-nulrl 

most popular 

lack adequate 

the rehabilitation 

programmes only 

resources, which turn does not produce conducive """",r.,,, 

of Employment opportunities are 

a very of prisoners. Prisoners are not nrp'n<:llrpr! adequate1y for life in the 

nor are they provided with skills to cope with ]ife outside 

in prison is seen as labour". It thus fails to inculcate 

in prisoners. 
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There is a for a new on the part policy makers the public 

the role of prisons. are often from communities. Some 

international models mentioned in this indicate a new way of thinking with regards 

to improving the role of • ..,,,,,,,,,u .. ,,,,,,,, in the reintegration of The 'open prison 

system' is one U,,",'uv,,,, of imprisonment that teaches skills that would 

VUI,i:HUlv prison. 

findings study /'I""""",,,,,,,,,::,'p what the tp",nnlrp review: respondents 

stated that imprisonment was a experience in their opinion, 

failed to rehabilitate The findings this study also conclude that does not 

prepare respondents of the major of this 

is that ex -prisoners 

the open labour mark{~t. 

employment 

difficulty in with the and demands 

It is concluded that prisons dismally in rehabilitating 

reintegration the community. fact 

reH~as{~a prisoner's capacity to adjust successfully to 

society. 

Reintegration 

or in n"':'n.::.,,r them 

has a effect in terms 

complex and demanding open 

The the rehabilitative ideal is that LlVVlJlv have the potential to change live a 

It must reiterated that prisoners are into damaged by the system. 

Ideally the rehabi1itation should on the day the enters prison 

system. However, it is evident the findings this study that is not the case. 

is thus to deal with damaged following hislher release. 

Society cannot from with reintegration process 

as these n1"t'''t'lI1,,,,,,<> come from society and eventually return they have their 

term of imprisonment. The study 

support and 

reintegrati on 

the 

ex -prisoners 

indicate that 
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biological of ex-prisoner is the most important "",.,,, ..... ,..,. network upon 

release prison. 

findings highlighted the that most respondents believed that having 

employment was an important need to met upon from prison. The relationship 

between unemployment and was explored through literature and this 

study. Many in society are of opinion that unemployment is no excuse to' conrnm 

to Wilson et al (1981) and Box (1987) unemployment is a 

contributing factor to crime. While explored Crow (1989) found that there is a 

link unemployment crime, he it is not only that 

causes Based on data collected from the research participants study has 

that unemployment can lead to crime. majority of the indicated 

that financial was the reason for having committing However, it must be 

noted if employment crime, respondents were of the opinion 

employment does not automatically mean that people would not commit 

"_"'0_ reveal that even if were the to a 

drug could in them committing Nevertheless, employment is 

a key a person to a constructive life. 

findings this study show that employment is not the only crucial in the 

It that other as support services, 

family and community support in an important 

in the ex-prisoners. The of Rotman (1990), (1987) and 

et a] (1981) this. The cautions that is a for further 

scientific rp"'''',:tr('n to analyse 

related '''''''',v." 

study explored some 

and ex -prisoners, showing that 

the rate The 

relationship unemployment, crime other 

international employment models 

programmes have ...... ,....\1"' .... to be effective in reducing 

these alerts the to 

interesting np~'<'n"t't"1'"'' and ex-prisoner employment programmes should 

not exclusively on teCnmlcal skills training. such as motivation, 

with work the should also be into 
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account. This is especially relevant because the study revealed that respondents 

experienced problems in the workplace. This will be later 

study did not attempt any way to evaluate Freeplay Energy project It 

the of ex-prisoners with regards to the role employment in 

reintegration However, it emerged the that participants 

experienced problems the workplace and that the management of 

t-<>I""t ....... ·u had with managing as The showed 

that ex-prisoners difficuHies in the work place with limited ski1l to these 

They were unable to with pressure had in to 

authority, that IS direct line managers. It was discussed in Chapter Four that 

employment should not only on skills should also concentrate 

on developing the work skills ex-prisoners, them to cope in 

work that no 

up services being Department Justice programmes, 

." .... v •• "" ..... in Chapter Four, highlight importance of focussing on a of services 

and not only on job placement. 

a range supportive 

services range life to remedial "'H"<l>"~'<l> 

The FreepJay factory employment project is used as an example study, such the 

findings can be used as a pilot for employment this nature. The 

the was to explore the views of Freeplay management 

regarding the reintegration through employment. findings showed 

the management team lacked an understanding criminal justice It also 

. that management was out their depth and to ex-

prisoners as employees. 

exhibit problem behaviour 

would further .... ".·!>rt' 

it was from this study that ex-prisoners 

This was not focus of study 

It can concluded that .,. .. ",,,"' .... of not once they are 

placed employment. There is a need follow-up services and continued support 

the ex in should be prepared employment by 

skills as as tecnmlcal skiHs. It can also 
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must be in how to with ex-prisoners also nfir""",,, the 

to criminal justice. 

indicated previously the viewpoint of ex-prisoners (those who have the 

system and the process) is They 

are people to programmes. 

Subsequently which is nature, 

r",<'"",,,rf'h participants on programme and focused on their actual 

view of 

experiences. 

study concludes that ex-prisoners can and should the of 

programmes. 

development partnerships np.UJr·",," business and social service 

new concept that is momentum in South Africa. Uk'-''',,",U not the main of 

the study, it that there is "'£1F''''EA''''' social problems. 

project, LOJrre(~tl Clearing mentioned in goals of 

t::lnt::mlIl~ viable reintegration formation of ",,,,et-n,or<' 

with organisations .. The Freep]ay n .. r''''',,~r is unique in South 

Africa. established between Freeplay is the only one 

country. This venture jobs for it 

is a for-profit which, nature, to show of 

production. 

findings study are not regarding partnership NICRO 

and Energy While this ""'Tn ........ ,,,.n has is a need further 

research to analyse its nature and to determine its 

study focused on the experiences of ex-prisoners workplace and this 

impacts on reintegration. However. the findings it pm,Pr(tPfl that the NICRO-

Freeplay partnership was in that both to 

holistic services to facilitate the nt»,,,,r<.t,,,,n of ex-prisoners through employment. 

The this .. a.<,a.""~"" conclude that factory, toc;US(!S on 

productivity and fails to adequately meet the other the reintegration of ex-prisoners. 
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NICRO, the social places ex-prisoners in employment after which 

cease. 

when problems are 

the demands of 

a lack of social such as counselling, 

eXIJenleUlceu by ex-prisoners 

The study further that in order to facilitate 

prisoners into society, projects should 

services. For should an ex-prisoner have a 

services should towards dealing with 

in coping with 

reintegration of ex

of a hoHstic package 

or alcohol addiction problem, 

before s/he is placed in a 

job, and should while the person is in employment. findings clearly 

that if or do not follow 

up services when employment is aeleat.e(1. 
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8.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Policy Legislation 

Non-governmental organisations should play a more in 

monitoring the of internationally human 

as Nations "t'l,nl1",rl1 Minimum Rules for instruments, 

Treatment Prisoners. Non-governmental organisations must advocate 

reform. 

policy employment of ex-prisoners should be included in 

the Employment Equity Each company should have a poJicy, which 

stipulates a percentage the should ex-

The Skills Development which 

the workforce, should also an 

percentage skills levy ':HJUUJU 

category. 

the 

of skins 

ex-

and the development of employment projects for ex-prisoners. 

organs of society and need to work together to 

implement plans set out the N ationa] Prevention Strategy to 

successful I...-I"1"",","1<>r 

Imprisonment 

problem overcrowded prisons should 

be by non-government organisations the Department 

of Justice as a matter of urgency. should ensure the use 

alternative options 

minor offences. of its ineffectiveness in recidivism, and 

sociaHy and psychologicaHy nature, imprisonment should 

only be as a last resort, those offenders who pose a threat 

to society. Non-governmental organisations should advocate and lobby for 

this to take in order to the population, to 
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more humane a more effective terms offender 

rehabilitation. 

A new attitude on the management of prisons is required. 

of the prison system' should be explored in order to offer 

rehabilitation that the life in the 

community. 

Department Correctional """"111"',,,,,, should both and 

organisational "'''1'''''-''' r to ensure access to 

and within 

The of Correctional services should form partnerships 

industry in order to create employment opportunities prisoners ex-

partnerships should be The 

and Labour and Development could all 

of Arts 

to 

rendering services to prisoners to opportuni ties 

employment and skills lA ... "r,~ ..... ,,, ... t of 

work in 

upon 

Prison labour should seen as a tool offender reintegration and not as 

a form can only be if the of 

Correctional change current labour are' in 

with the real world outside of 

AU should be from with a well nrl"nl'l'rpi1 

reintegration plan when they are released from This can be 
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undertaken in partnership with non-governmental organisations to ensure a 

continuation services. 

task team should 

to the major 

personnel should be a in 

to improve 

psychological ' ........... r'''' 

to improve their 

An 

conditions 

to inmates. 

Training of 

management '-""1'0A1"I,"'1''' and the prison """'T"",n 

8.5.3 Reintegration 

Ideally process 

upon 

on the day the is 

from prison. 

nt~'n1'<.t1~,ntobe",,~~p('>t"'P n1'r'"1'~~ must contain a 

trauma debriefing, problem 

and support """1'1ll1('>"" and generic work 

the effective reintegration ex prisoners. 

In order 

spectrum of 

solving 

order to 

Debriefing 

trauma of 

to assist the 

An,mp'nf should form an 

in dealing with 

rnn,nrT!.>"'T element of reintegration 

Community 

support the 

support 

....... ...., ... .,.. prisoner. These ':>UIJ'IJVl 

community, 

priest, the parole officer and a social Uln,"IC~'r 

formed in to 

"'''lYnn" can be composed 

the church pastor or 

Mentors should be trained from the community to monitor the 

prisoner's plan and in achieving the set 

out in 

outcome must identified and rI"'t"' ....... , order to evaluate 

of such n1'r\cr"<;irn'~I"" 
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8.5.4 Ex-Prisoner Employment Programmes 

Employment programmes, is job 

not be on exclusively should not only form 

intervention ",++"" .. ",,1"1 

Employment programmes should offer a of such as 

counselling, skills prclgnlmrnes dealing with 

and resolving problems encountered by the released 

should on work 

to ex-prisoners, 

When are placed employment, follow up should 

be offered to ensure that they cope work environment 

Employers who employ ex- prisoners muSt 

ex as They should 

trained on how to manage 

educated in terms of 

criminal 

order to and employment 

programmes, forming of the reintegration process, a multidisciplinary 

approach is required, will pool resources order to 

a comprehensive and holistic approach to the of 

Partnerships npr'I1JP~'n "'f-'T"!1"P' organisations and the business sector 

must in order to ex-prisoner's employment 

opportunities and a chance to re-build their 

The Department Justice, ]ike the US Department Justice, 

employment nrr"l1r''''' funding to 

programmes for 

Department Labour to 

Because paucity of is a need 

institutions in and conlOw;;t research 

the affecting reintegration employment ex-prisoners, 

audit of and employment programmes South 

Africa should undertaken. impact of programmes be 
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evaluated in order to develop best models, which can inform 

practice. 

o Follow-up such as continued counselling 

must offered to ex-prisoners they are 

involved the 

programmes. have experienced prison 

of reintegration 

have knowledge 

that would lend more depth to programmes designed social 

8.5.5 Research Opportunities 

There is a need to conduct in South Africa could 

generalised using an experimental control to evaluate the 

of programmes on reintegration of 

and whether participation in programmes results a reduction 

crime on participants. 

conducted to ascertain why have 

difficulty in work environment. 

Research is also to determine whether ex-prisoner's traumatic 

prison experiences on how cope in work environment and 

open generally. 

Evaluation is to evaluate the best 

models respect reintegration employment programmes ex-

prisoners. 

Future is to the relationship between 

unemployment are no 

answers are: Does employment ...... ".Hm'" further crime? Why do employed 

people stm ,.."'r ......... ,1t 

is also need on 

nl'r\n""rt" crimes. 

unemployment in high of 
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